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'Keeping converters

off the black market
Technical standards—
Are they good or bad?

Construction forecast:
Sunny skies, hot temps

Panasonic
Built.
From The
Inside Out.
Every time you install a Panasonice CATV converter, you're
assured of uncompromised quality and performance.
Because Panasonic CATV converters are designed and

-

manufactured by its parent company,

Matsushita Electric.

Which means each CATV converter is Panasonic built. From the
inside out.
•

Take the Panasonic TZ-PC140/170 Series. Employing the latest in
manufacturing technology,

Panasonic converters are built to

/ exceptionally high quality standards. It's the quality your subscribers
have grown to expect from Panasonic. And that will help avoid
costly service calls.
[

And to provide today's subscribers with the sophistication
they associate with all Panasonic video products,

the

TZ-PC140/170 Series provides features like BTSC stereo
compatibility, skip-scan tuning and remote volume
control (170 Series), to name a few.
Panasonic CATV converters. Built for you and your
subscribers the way all converters should be.
From the inside out.

Panasonic
Video Communications
For more information call:
Northeast 609-589-3063 Midwest 513-530-9216
Southeast 404-925-6845 West 415-947-0147
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The Best Customers In America Deserve The Best Products.
Air.
The sophisticated dielectric of MC 2
Conveys the signal faster. Undampened by
foam. Without noise Flat.
The air enclosed in short chambers.
Hermetically sealed. Fully bonded to outer
dielectric sleeve and center conductor.

a
TECl

Airtight. Inner strength and outer strength.
Bending without creasing, cracking, leaking.
Wards off water. Or keeps it confined.
No migration.
20% Fewer amplifiers needed over longer
distances.
The Perfections Of Air Are Apparent
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Call or write for cur free sample and biochure: TRILOGY COMMUNICATIONS INC., 2910 Highway 80 East, Pearl, Mississippi 39208
800-874-5649 •601-932-4461 •201-462-8700
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Sunny days ahead for cable television
Used to be a'construction boom' was atemporary situation. This
time things look abit more permanent as the industry heads into
the '90s. Why the picture has changed and its results are
examined in this article by Editor Roger Brown.

24

Designing a headend with CADD
Pete Smith, with ATC, discusses the advantages of
designing aheadend with CADD.

34

About the Cover:
The future looks bright for the CATV
industry's long-term construction
activity as it heads into the next
decade. What is anticipated for 1990
and beyond is the focus of this feature
story on page 24.
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Technical standards—are they right for CATV?
40
Since its beginning, the cable industry has worked without
standards. Now, organizations are working to change that.
What they're doing and why is the focus here.
Converters and video piracy
44
Safeguards that both manufacturers and converter repair
houses have in place to avoid converter theft are examined
in this article by George Sell.
Is digital fiber to the home possible?
54
In Part Iof this paper, Steffen Rasmussen, with ABL
Engineering, gives atechnical explanation of adigital fiber
to the home system.
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Eliminate corrosion at the
drop. See page 74.

One channel at a time, please
68
Keeping adjacent channels from interfering can be a
problem. How to eliminate crosstalk is the thrust of this paper by Ronn
Gunn of Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory.
CLI COMPLIANCE

Leakage In the drop system
Corrosion in older drop systems can be asignificant source of
signal leakage. William Smith, with Times Fiber Communications,
takes alook at causes and solutions of corrosion.
4 Communications Engineering and Design November 1989
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Better
VideoCipher®
Solutions
NEXUS builds two VideoCipher® solutions to satisfy

The VCMB's unique vertical orientation significantly

all your descrambling needs -the Nexus IRD-1

increases airflow and further improves reliability.

Integrated Receiver Descrambler and the VCMB

Both products are incredibly easy to maintain. Unique

VideoCipher® Mainframe. Nexus was the first

front-loading of the VideoCipherfil modules greatly

manufacturer in the world with two commercial

reduces service time. And both units offer significant

VC e lI products approved by General Instrument.

space savings over stand-alone VC® lls.

To maximize the reliability of your headend,
Nexus applies three innovative design principles
to every product we manufacture. We:
•decrease power consumption,
by designing more efficient
products,

The Nexus 1RD-I packages acommercial satellite receiver and aV
in 2 and 518 inches of rack space.

•lower operating temperature, by
locating the power supply

All Nexus headend

outside the unit, and
•design more advanced

1.1111111•11=1111»...I116b
-

circuits which
require fewer

products are covered by
our FAMOUS FIVE-YEAR
WARRANTY.*

•

VideoCiphere ff modules are

interconnections.

covered by General Instrument's
warranty.

The IRD-1 and VCMB
offer exceptional
reliability because they
consume less power,
have fewer

*Contact us for details.

interconnections and
generate less heat.

The Nexus VCMB packages six VC® 11 modules in less thah 13 inches
of rack space.

Compare our lower power consumption, reduced heat generation
and increased reliability to all other VideoCipher ®. solutions.
TEL:(206)644-2371 BELLEVUE, WA. or (604)420-5322 BURNABY, BC. FAX:(604)420-5941
WRITE:NEXUS ENGINEERING CORP., 7000 LOUGHEED HWY., BURNABY, BC. V5A 4K4
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Take the heat off
new Heat Dissipat

CPH1730 -SERIES 5

MARKETED EXCLUSIVELY BY I
Channell Commercial Corporation

06 Integral
90 Corporation

1" DUCT
WITH 500 If/
COAX

v

800/423-1863
800/345-3624
in CA

)

13mm DUCT
WITH RG-6
SERVICE WIRE

Ord
1-1 4" DUCT
WITH 750
COAX

3/4" EMPTY
DUCT WITH
PULL-STRING

with Channell's
ion Covers (HDC)!
Channel! and Integral...
Setting the standards for
underground plant.
Have you considered what
heat can do to your line extenders
and trunk
\
14 11
amplifiers after
you splice them
0,1>
into pedestals?
Excessive heat
on CATV active
devices is known to cause
component reliability
problems. It can keep your
ted-inicians busy in summer
months responding to signal
outages or necessary amplifier
adjustments. That's why Channell
has developed the new "Series 5"
Heat Dissipation Covers (HDC).
These single insulated, dual
cavity covers are 75% more efficient than metal in dramatically
reducing temperature extremes

HOPE COVER

THERMAL
INSULATION
SERIES 5
, HOPE
./ ENCLOSURE

in your amplifiers, especially on
the IC boards and power supplies.
Independent field testing of
"HDC" covers against competitive
metal enclosures indicates this
percentage could be even higher,

depending upon the size of metal
enclosure used in relationship to
the amount of active and passive
equipment spliced in it.
To prolong the life of your
active equipment and increase system reliability, contact Channell
today. Let us show you how our
"HDC" covers can take the heat off
your active devices, and assist you
in preventing premature underground amplifier component
degradation.
Put our high standards to
work for you in your underground plant. Ask for information
on Channell's complete family of
above and below grade pedestals
and enclosures, and Integral's full
line of fiber and coax Cablecon®
products.

r
ee alteletai
O MW
rCOMMERCIAL
CORPORATION

C

800/423-1863
800/345-3624 in CA
CPI-11230- SERIES 5

DCPH2436-SERIES 5
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See us at the Western Show, Booth #1129.

CUDM
Now we're finally getting somewhere
The possibility that actual testing of true advanced television hardware will
in fact eventually take place was given a major jump start by two separate
announcements that took place in October.
The first, and probably most important, was the establishment of an actual
testing timetable by the FCC's Advisory Committee on Advanced Television
Service. The schedule calls for testing to be kicked off by Faroudja in June 1990
and ceasing with the MIT system in September 1991. Richard Wiley, chairman
of the committee, was true to his intention to get the ball rolling. He has set a
tight agenda (see Color Bursts on page 12 for details); each proponent will have
10 days to move hardware into the
Advanced Television Test Center facility, followed by 30 days of testing and
five days to move it all out again.
One of those proponents will certainly be Zenith Electronics Corp.,
which will be able to infuse millions of
much-needed dollars into its research
and development program via the proceeds of the sale of its computer business to a French firm. Zenith, which
has been struggling to keep itself
profitable in the thin-margin world of
consumer electronics, is expected to
inject the majority of the sale receipts
(estimated to be roughly $20 million,
after taxes) and some additional money
garnered through loans into its Spectrum Compatible HDTV research. Considering the lead that NHK already
enjoys and the millions needed to see a
system come to fruition, Zenith now
seemingly stands poised to make arun
at being named the North American standard.
Zenith wasn't the only one to receive afinancial windfall, however. Faroudja
Labs, creator of the NTSC-compatible SuperNTSC enhanced television system,
is being funded through the testing process by no fewer than nine companies
representing awide cross-section of support: broadcasters, cable operators and
equipment manufacturers (see Color Bursts, page 12). This kind of support will
go along way toward making something happen on the testing front.
Wiley's hard-nosed approach toward setting up the testing schedule should
be lauded by all those who want to see advanced television become a reality.
Critics will say that forcing proponents to test equipment before they are ready
will ultimately result in the selection of apotentially inferior technology as a
standard. However, that happened with NTSC—and look how far it brought us.
Besides, anyone who thinks the testing will really be over by September 3,
1991 should think again. After all, the committee concedes the testing "dates
are tentative" and "there may be slippage in the schedule." Count on that fact;
rest assured, the committee will have to renew its charter one more time (it's
set to expire in late 1991) before its job is completed.
Nevertheless, the testing schedule is set and technologists are aware of their
deadlines. That's alot more than we had afew weeks ago.
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The Inside Story on Reliability
100% Shielded
enclosure

e

Fully isolated battery
compartment

Weather-sealed
outside case

Solid-state
display

Reliability built into aCALAN, Inc. Model
1776 Sweep Receiver is very apparent from
the outside: the totally weather-sealed case;
the ruggedized overall construction; the
moisture-sealed key covers on the front panel.
But what really makes this unique
equipment reliable is on the inside.
It's high-reliability components throughout
the design, allowing incredible stability over
temperature and humidity extremes.
It's complete RF shielding, allowing
extended dynamic range for precise tests like
Composite Triple Beat.
It's asolid-state Electro-Luminescent
display, replacing the outdated CRTs.
It's new Surface-Mount RF Technology,
making critical RF boards more reliable and
more accurate than ever possible before. And
abattery compartment that is totally isolated
from the electronics, for absolute protection
of the unit.

CABLE AND LOCAL AREA NETWORKS

It's microprocessor control, making testing
easier, faster, and more accurate.
But all of these careful design criteria would
be useless without the 75 years of CALAN
engineering experience that went into the
unit, making it the most reliable test
equipment available today.
But if you ask aCALAN user, he'll most
likely tell you that he hasn't seen the inside
of his unit...just the outside, improving his
system performance with no interference,
and allowing more with his limited
maintenance budget.
Maybe that's the real inside story.

CALAN Surface-Mount RF Technology

CALAN, Inc., R.R. 1, Box 86T, Dingmans Ferry, PA 18328 • (717) 828-2356
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COLOR BURSTS
Advanced TV testing schedule
established by committee
True to his word, Richard Wiley, chairman of the FCC's
Advisory Committee on Advanced Television Service, threw
down the gauntlet to the host of advanced television
proponents in the form of a hard and fast testing schedule.
Up first will be Faroudja and its SuperNTSC system, which
will begin testing June 4, 1990 at the Advanced Television
Test Center facilities in Alexandria, Va. The systems will
be tested for both broadcast and cable-TV environments.
In addition to Faroudja, the testing process will include
Sarnoffs ACTV-I and ACTV-II, along with PSI, NHK's
MUSE 6and Narrow MUSE, Zenith's Spectrum Compatible
HDTV, Philips and MIT. Each proponent will have 10 days
to move-in its equipment, 30 days devoted to testing and five
days to move it all back out.
FCC Advisory Committee on Advanced Television Service
SEQUENCE & PRO FORMA CALENDAR

For Laboratory Testing of Proposed ATV Transmission Systems
By the Advanced Television Test Center & Cable Television Laboratories

MOVE-IN: 10 days
"ATV System
Access
Period" No.

Begin
Interface
Check

MOVE-OUT: 5 days
Begin
Testing

Complete
Testing

Proponent/
System

1990

1
3
4
5

May 25
July 17
Sept. 5
Oct. 24
Dec. 13

June 4
July 24
Sept. 12
Oct. 31
Dec. 20

July 16
Sept. 4
Oct. 23
Dec. 12
Feb. 8, '91

Faroudja
Sarnoff (ACIV-I)
PSI
NHK (MUSE 6)
NHK (Narrow
MUSE)

6
7
8
9

Feb. 11
April 2
May 21
July 12

Feb. 19
April 9
May 29
July 19

April 1
May 20
July 11
Sept. 3

Zenith
Sarnoff (AC1V-II)
Philips
MIT'

2

1991

movt-Itsi: Proponent allowed to begin moving equipment into ATTC and setting up 10
days prior to INTERFACE CHECK: AC power and air conditioning systems will be in
operation.
INTERFACE CHECK: Beginning on this date, ATTC prepared to supply video, audio, and
data signals as previously agreed; each system allowed the days prior to testing for
proponent and ATTC/CableLabs staff to verify interface parameters.
TEST PERIOD: Up to 30 working days allowed for conducting objective tests and creating
the video tape record of the system's tests.
ME-OUT: Proponent allowed up to five working days to remove all of its equipment from
ATTC.
Under its present form, the testing process will be
completed September 3, 1991. However, contingencies will
allow for some slippage in the schedule and most observers
fully expect the testing to go on much longer, forcing the
committee to renew its charter one more time. The committee's charter is presently scheduled to expire in late 1991.
The first major test for all proponents comes much sooner
than next year. A $25,000 reservation fee per test slot is due
in mid-November 1989, which will force financially-strapped
proponents to commit scarce funds or ally themselves with
one or more of the other proponents. In addition, full system
descriptions must be submitted to the committee by the end
of this year.
At the time the schedule was announced, NHK and North

12
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Finding asupplier with eno
experience. Hop on over to"
Full line means more than having the name. It means having
the right products from the right manufacturers.
If you're looking to multiply your options, call Midwest CATV.
Corporate Office
Charleston, WV
304 343-8874

Central Region
Lafayette, IN 800 382-7526
Outside IN 800 428-7596

Clarksburg,
Outside

ugh inventory shouldn't be ahare-raising
MIDWEST CATV. The full line supplier.

MIDWEST
CATV
A division of Midwest Corporation

More than supplies. Solutions.

Cable. Strand. Distribution gear. Construction material. Headend equipment.
Ready to ship from any of our warehouses.
Call any of our offices for quick service. We'll hop on it immediately.
Eastern Region
WV 304 624-5459
WV 800 532-2288

Northeastern Region
Pottstown, PA 215 970-0200
Outside PA 800 458-4524

Southern Region
Ocala, FL 800 433-4720
Outside FL 800 433-3765

Southwestern Region
Dallas, TX 214 271-8811
Outside TX 800 421-4334

Reader Service Number 6

Western Region
Denver, CO 800 232-9378
Phoenix, AZ 800 782-4566

American Philips made adjustments
to their HDTV plans. NHK has withdrawn its intention to test the satellitedelivered MUSE-E signal and will
focus its attention on MUSE 6 and
Narrow MUSE. NAP will examine a
simulcast system and determine if that
approach is better than its augmentation approach.

Zenith sells
computer group
In an arrangement described as good
for both companies, Zenith Electronics
Corp. has agreed to sell its computer
business to Groupe Bull of France. The
exact purchase price will be determined at the closing of the deal, but
company officials expect the price to
be more than $600 million.
The agreement is an important step
for Zenith, which has been struggling
to be profitable while at the same time
locked in an expensive battle to develop
its Spectrum Compatible HDTV system. A portion of the net proceeds of
the sale of the computer business,
which is expected to top $20 million
after taxes and expenses, will be directed toward the HDTV program.

At Faroudja, the
news is good
Out in Sunnyvale, Calif., there was
good news and bad news for Faroudja
Research Enterprises, developer of the
SuperNTSC enhanced-definition television system. The bad news was that it
was selected to be the first proponent
to be tested at the ATTC (see the above
schedule). The good news was that it
received broad-based financial support
adequate enough to see it through the
testing and product development phase.
The list of supporters is impressive:
Capital Cities/ABC, Comcast Cable
Communications, Continental Cablevision, General Instrument,
Newhouse Broadcasting, ScientificAtlanta, Tele-Communications Inc.,
Viacom International and Westinghouse Broadcasting.
SuperNTSC proposes to eliminate a
significant amount of present NTSC
video artifacts to display an enhanced
picture. Faroudja labs, headed by inventor Yves Faroudja, would develop
the system which would be compatible
with present-day NTSC receivers. For
full effect, the system requires the use
of an encoder at the signal source and

a decoder in the television. Faroudja
has said he expects adecoder-equipped
TV to cost perhaps $200 to $300 more
than present-day sets.
The funding represents support from
broadcasters as well as cable operators
and cable equipment manufacturers,
who envision SuperNTSC as an opportunity to at least improve television
signals without investing heavily in
new equipment and without obsoleting
hundreds of millions of television sets.
TCI, for example, proposes that the
U.S. adopt SuperNTSC as a standard
until a process digital transmission
system can be developed in the next
decade.

Nicholson said the addition of the cable
would enable profitable rural cable
system extensions into areas of 10
homes per mile.
On the hardware side, Nicholson
announced that Remote Switching and
Processing Converters would control
the signals and provide for impulse
pay-per-view, videophone and video
security, among others.
Nicholson is actively seeking amanufacturer for his devices.

Eidak, TickeTV
are compatible

• Two companies trying to wake
pay-per-view out of the doldrums have
announced that their respective technologies are compatible with one another. Eidak's Copyguard system and
If the equipment manufacturers are
International Telesystems TickeTV
to be believed, the cable industry is
scrambling/descrambling system have
embracing AM fiber optic systems at a been found to work within the same
level faster than most people think.
environment.
During the Atlantic Cable Show in
TickeTV is alow-cost secure system
October, Scientific-Atlanta announced
that can bring PPV events to broadcast
that "bookings" for its AM system has homes and non-addressable cable homes
already exceeded 100 orders in less
via a decoder at the headend and a
than six months.
set-top decoder costing less than $25.
The S-A modular system, which
Eidak provides copy protection to films
consists of an optoelectronic transmitand events to prevent unauthorized
ter utilizing a distributed feedback
taping of PPV programming by systemlaser and an optoelectronic bridging
atically varying the timing characteramplifier, was introduced to the cable
istics of video signals.
community at the Western Show in
• Jerrold recently opened its ApAnaheim last year. The fiber system
plied Media Lab to the press to show
has already been installed in ATC's
off its work on fiber optics, advanced
Orlando system, Jones' Turnersville
television and digital video and audio.
CAN system and Cox's Ocala system.
According to Lab director David RobinAnixter Cable TV announced sevson, the company's research into digital
eral months ago that sales of its Laser
video transmission will allow the comLink product has topped 100 systems.
pany to decide by early next year
whether it plans to build digital gear.
Jerrold's research has focused on a
nine-bit system, operating at 1.2 Gbps,
1.7 Gbps or 2.4 Gbps. To make such a
product possible, there would have to
Cable pioneer Vic Nicholson introbe "dramatic breakthroughs," said
duced anew remote switching technolRobinson.
ogy at the Atlantic Cable Show last
• Midwest CATV has acquired the
month. Consisting of two new patents,
assets and inventory of Hudson Supply,
the system, called BUSS (Bidirectional
which was unable to obtain adistribuUnicable Switching System) would protion agreement with any of the three
vide private one- and two-way chanmajor pole line hardware manufacturnels to each cable subscriber, the
ers, according to Steve Egerer, vice
ability to transmit 12-MHz signals for president and COO of Hudson, and
high quality pictures and 30 MHz of Chris Sophinos, COO of Midwest CATV.
video for true HDTV, as well as a Ibrms of the agreement were not
variety of other uses.
disclosed, but Midwest will honor all
The system would utilize "inverse
open Hudson orders reissued to Midspectrum," which allocates the lowest
west and many former Hudson personfrequency channel to the most distant
nel will continue to be employed by
subscriber on the feeder, thereby makMidwest. •
ing amplification unnecessary.
—Roger Brown

Cable embracing
AM fiber systems

A novel method to
get 2-way video
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Now in stereo.
A stereo generator ought to
do more than just light the
MTS indicator on a subscriber's television set.
It ought to provide clear
channel separation, acrisp
audio signal, and reliable
performance.
It ought to have advanced

features like built-in commercial insertion, a4.5 MHz output and an AGCL circuit.
And a real DBX® noise
suppression system instead
of an imitation.
It ought to save precious
rack space. And it ought to
save money.

Standard

Communications

Fortunately, one stereo
generator does all that. And
more. The new CSG-60 from
Standard Communications.
The CSG-60 is almost half
the cost of conventional units
when you purchase them
two at a time in the convenient side-by-side rack
mount. It has features found
only on much more expensive units. And because it's
from Standard, you can
count on set-it-and-forget-it
reliability.
To get the full story on the
CSG-60, contact the SATCOM Division for the
Standard representative near you.
DBX is aregistered trademark of DBX. Inc

SATCOM Division
P.O. Box 92151
Los Angeles, CA 90009-2151
Telephone: (800) 243-1357
In California: (800) 824-7766
(213) 532-5300 •Telex: 67-7173
Represented in Canada by:
DGH Communication Systems Ltd.
Scarborough. Ontario •416/ 499-4746
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SPOTLIG
blevision. His interest in electronics
goes back to 1972 when Johnson joined
the Air Force as atechnician repairing
air traffic control radar. During the
next 10 years, Johnson watched the
technical transition from tube-type equipment to transistorized to full scale
digital-type products while also undergoing a transition himself from a
technician to amanager.
"It worked out to the best," he
states. "The Air Force gave me a
pretty good education both from the
technical and the management sides."
Feeling like this gave him good experience for the civilian world, Johnson
headed back to California after his
service obligation was completed. While
checking through the local paper in
San Jose, Johnson came across an ad
requesting an RF technician. Because
his background was in RF, Johnson
Al Johnson
answered the ad and was offered a
position with Catel Iblecommunications as system manager of customer
service.
For the next year, Johnson supervised the test department at Catel and
What is it about fiber optics that so
learned alot about the CATV industry
mystifies and captures the attention of as well as Catel's product line. Armed
the cable industry? 'lb many, it's a with this knowledge, Johnson was
technology that promises better results
moved into sales in 1983, where he
for the consumer and is just that—a
spent the next two years selling and
technology But to others, it's somemarketing audio products for cable
thing more. For Al Johnson, director television. It was in 1984 though, that
of technical operations for Cablevision Johnson was able to work with a
Systems Corp., fiber optics is apart of Japanese vendor on a digital audio
his day-to-day operations that has him
product and about the same time was
intrigued, delighted and motivated to
introduced to fiber optic technology.
learn every facet possible.
"I've always had a large interest in
"I'd really like to see fiber optics
audio," says Johnson. "And it was a
take off in this industry," says Johnson.
lot of fun working on that digital audio
"I think it's a great technology. It's
product." Unfortunately, the cost of the
one we should embrace and use and I terminal equipment was too expensive
want to make sure that we keep the
then and the interest died. "It was
interest of the vendors so they don't
funny," muses Johnson, "that most
walk away from it. I'd like to be able
everybody felt that the market (for
to do whatever Ican to keep that from
digital audio) was about five years
happening."
away. And Ifound a little satisfaction
In his current position, Johnson may
in that it sprouted back up in 1989. It's
be able to do that. Brought on board to
one of those crystal ball projections
Cablevision because of his fiber backthat came true for me."
ground, Johnson works with individual
But while the interest in digital
systems in using his fiber optic knowlaudio wasn't there, fiber optics was
edge for different applications. Since
beginning to capture attention. Beone of his major responsibilities is to
cause multimode technology was prevakeep operational costs down to aworklent when Johnson first started at
able level, any use of atechnology that Catel, the switch to singlemode had
can reduce operating costs is important.
Catel shifting gears to develop asinglemode product. "I found it to be a
Learning RF
technology Ibecame very, very interested in," says Johnson. "It was someHowever, Johnson's attraction to the
thing Iwanted to learn. It was someoptical technology didn't begin at Cathing Ifelt the industry needed."

More than
a technology
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A tough sales job
Meanwhile, during the phase from
multi- to single-mode fiber, Catel also
had a switch in management and
Johnson left the company. It was later,
during a lunch with Vince Borelli of
Synchronous Communications that
Johnson performed "one of my toughest sales jobs I've done" and sold Borelli
on fiber optic technology. "Vince didn't
want to get into it because he had the
same reservations about reliability that
everybody else did," says Johnson.
Once sold, Borelli asked him to come
on board and, in 1985, Johnson joined
Synchronous as vice president.
"I throughly enjoyed working at
Synchronous," reflects Johnson. "We
were small enough that I had three
hats: sales, marketing and product
management. But it was a very rewarding experience because it gave
me the chance to really look at fiber
optics. I mean, the company geared
itself specifically to look at fiber optics
and it gave me avery good understanding of the technology."
After spending three years with
Synchronous, Johnson was offered his
current position as director of technical
operations for Cablevision. Since his
background was in sales and marketing, the move to acable system was "a
big change" says Johnson. "But I
think it's been avery good one. It's been
educational to me." Previously,
Johnson's concept of adding achannel
(to a system) was to put a modulator
in. Now, Johnson has a "whole different perspective on the industry. 'lb be
able to be on this side and see what
goes on in the inner workings of a
CATV operation has been fruitful."
Johnson's responsibility now is "to
the company first," he states. "And if
the things we do help us out enough
that the industry takes notice of it,
then we've helped the industry."
For Johnson, this helping out is part
of the role he'd like to play in the future
of fiber optics. "I'd like to help on the
educational side," says Johnson. "If
people are still a little afraid of the
technology, I'd like to overcome their
fear by being able to discuss my
applications and how they worked out
here at Cablevision." With Johnson's
motivation and desire to see the technology implemented, he may be the
type instructor the industry could use
as it moves ever deeper into the optical
world. •
—Kathy Berlin
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Envelope vs.
synchronous
detection
There is often confusion, when measuring certain video parameters, as to
whether it is more appropriate to
operate the test demodulator in the
"synchronous" or "envelope" detection modes.
The envelope detector is probably
the most simple detection system there
is. An envelope detector, in its simplest
form, is nothing more than adiode and
a low pass filter in series with the
signal, following the IF strip. The diode
rectifies the signal, reproducing the
"envelope" of the transmitted signal,
and the low pass filter eliminates the
residual RF carrier and harmonics that
remain following rectification. The result is the original video waveform
with some additional and unfortunate
"baggage" in the form of nonlinear
distortions, caused by the inherent
nonlinearity of the diode used in the
detector, and the addition of quadrature distortion.
The nonlinearities of the detector
diode are fairly easy to understand and
are usually the result of adecrease in
efficiency of the diode at low (white)
signal levels. Such nonlinearities can
show up in the form of differential gain
distortion.
By Chris Bowick, Director of
Engineering, Headend and Earth
Station Products, Scientific-Atlanta

Quadrature distortion in an AMVSB signal is a bit more troublesome
to understand. It can be thought of as
atype of distortion that is imparted to
the RF envelope (hence the baseband
video waveform) due to superfluous
phase modulation of the RF carrier
which results from the carriage of only
half of the modulation sidebands. If the
TV signal were pure AM-double sideband, quadrature distortion would not
be a problem. Since the television
signal is vestigial sideband and is
therefore missing most of the lower
sideband (at RF), the resulting phase
modulation of the RF carrier creates
video distortions such as ringing on
transitions, differential gain and chrominance-to-luminance crosstalk. The
envelope detector, unlike the synchronous detector, has no way of eliminating these quadrature distortions.
The output of a properly designed
synchronous detector, on the other
hand, is free of quadrature distortion.
In asynchronous detector, aphaselockedloop is typically used to create a CW
reference signal that is locked to the
incoming RF carrier. The phaselocked
CW reference carrier is then mixed
with the incoming signal (which, by the
way, still exhibits quadrature distortion on its RF envelope) to produce
baseband video that is free of quadrature distortion.

that in many cases, the video carrier
transmitted from an agile modulator
cannot be demodulated by a Tektronix
1450 demodulator while the demod is
operating in the synchronous mode. If
you try, the "unlocked" light on the
front panel of the 1450 will often
illuminate, and the unit will automatically revert to the envelope detection
mode. This is not a fault of the unit,
but results because the signal into the
demodulator has so much low-frequency
phase noise associated with it that the
phaselock loop simply cannot lock to
the incoming video carrier.
Figuring for errors

If the modulator to be tested is a
crystal controlled unit (as opposed to
synthesized) and is therefore well behaved with regard to phase noise, but
it exhibits some amount of ICPM, then
a measurement of differential phase,
with the demodulator operating in the
synchronous detection mode, could be
in error. In essence, you would wind
up measuring ameaningless aggregate
of both the differential phase and the
ICPM distortion of the modulator. In
fact, Tektronix recommends that one
method of determining whether or not
a modulator exhibits any ICPM is to
measure its differential phase using
both the synchronous and envelope
detection modes in the demodulator.
Distortion elimination
Any difference between the two measurements could be attributable to ICPM.
Intuitively, the elimination of quadSo, which type of demodulator should
rature distortion is accomplished by a be used for most video measurements?
synchronous detector through recreaWhere possible, the synchronous mode
tion of the lower "missing" sideband
should be used. The exceptions are
information during the mixing process
when measuring differential phase,
(a similar but reverse process to the
chrominance-to-luminance delay, or
way the AM-DSB signal was originally
other phase-related measurements.
created), effectively eliminating the
When measuring an agile modulator,
quadrature distortion riding on the RF
where phase noise precludes the use of
envelope. The resulting video signal
synchronous detection, envelope detecout of the synchronous demodulator tion can be used instead. It should be
therefore more closely resembles what
recognized however that the envelope
is actually being transmitted by the
detector's performance could contribmodulator rather than adding its own
ute significantly to the measured
differential gain, chrominance-to- value. •
luminance crosstalk and ringing.
It almost sounds as if the synchroReferences
nous detector is the perfect solution.
So, why would we ever want to use an
1. Cunningham, John E., Cable Teleenvelope detector? The problem with
vision, Second Edition, Howard W
synchronous detectors is that they are
Sams and Co. Inc., Indianapolis, 1980.
quite susceptible to any phase noise or
2. Farmer, James O., 'Improved
incidental carrier phase modulation
Headend Performance Using a Test
(ICPM) that might be present on the
Demodulator', Circa 1976.
incoming RF carrier.
3. Tektronix 1450 Television DemoduYou may have noticed, for example,
lator Instruction Manual.
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to wait that long.
Introducing the shape of the future
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against transient power surges
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Available in avariety of bandwidths and bandsplits for
worldwide usage, the Spectrum 2000 amplifier is compatible with all Magnavox modules manufactured since 1972.
Bring your broadband system into the next century with
the Spectrum 2000 amplifier series. Call your Magnavox
representative for more information.
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CAPITAL CU RRENTS
Awards will attest to the everincreasing vitality and quality of programming on local origination channels.
Looking too good

L.O. in the spotlight
For the first time in a long while,
cable's local origination channels have
become atopic of debate in Washington.
Unlike satellite-delivered program
networks, L.O. channels typically include programming that is selected and
often produced by the local cable operator, providing an additional source of
localism in acommunity. In metropolitan areas, L.O. channels often provide
news and other programming more
narrowly tailored to the specific cable
community than the broadcast television stations serving the larger region.
Unlike public access channels, which
are themselves valuable in providing
an outlet for all interested speakers
and programmers on afirst-come, firstserve basis, L.O. channels preserve the
editorial discretion of the cable operator, so that a package of appealing
programming can be assembled at the
local level.
The development of satellitedelivered programming, beginning in
the mid-1970s, overshadowed local origination programming for awhile. The
unexpected blossoming of more than
50 satellite cable networks understandably diverted subscribers' attention
from L.O. channels. Still, cable operators continued to seek quality programming for their L.O. channels. And cities
continued to encourage the development of these channels. Anyone who
has ever attended the local system ACE
By Michael Schooler, Deputy General
Counsel, NCTA

And that's what's causing the problem in Washington. It's not that L.O.
channels aren't good enough. It's that
they're starting to look too good, at
least to competing local broadcasters.
Some cable operators are now beginning to provide a mix of quality
programming—syndicated and locally
produced entertainment, sports and
news—that matches some of the best
of what local broadcasters provide.
Viewers can only benefit from this
enhancement of L.O. channels; until
now, the number of locally programmed
channels available in a community
have generally been limited by the
scarcity of available broadcast frequencies. But broadcasters have come to
love this scarcity, which has always
protected them from additional competition. For them, local origination channels are fine—as long as the programming on such channels isn't good
enough to compete with theirs.
Starting the fight
What sparked the latest round of
broadcaster complaints was the acquisition by the Rochester, New York
cable system of anumber of syndicated
programs, which will be carried along
with news, sports and other local
programming on an L.O. channel that
may look very much like a local
broadcast station. Broadcasters—
especially the Association of Independent iblevision Stations—are acting as
if the very idea that a cable operator
would seek to provide its own competitive local programming is outrageous.
There's an irony to their argument.
When cable operators complained that
the FCC's new syndicated exclusivity
rules would deprive subscribers of
programming that they enjoyed watching, the broadcasters argued that cable
operators should go out and acquire
local rights to programming themselves. Instead of relying on the compulsory copyright license, according to
broadcasters, cable systems should produce their own programming.
But now that afew cable systems are
following the broadcasters' advice by
acquiring exclusive rights to syndicated programs and producing their
own local news and entertainment
programs, the broadcasters don't like
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that either.
The broadcasters apparently long for
the good old days when the FCC
imposed restrictions on cable programming in order to protect broadcasters
from competition. There used to be
regulations, for example, that kept
cable operators from carrying recent
movies and sporting events; that limited the number of distant broadcast
signals that could be carried by acable
system; that forced cable operators to
black out distant signals whenever
they carried syndicated programs for
which alocal broadcaster had exclusive
rights; and that required cable systems
to carry all local broadcast stations.
By the mid-1980s, all these regulations
had been eliminated, and cable was
able to expand enormously the amount
and diversity of programming available to television viewers.
Syndex is here
Now, syndicated exclusivity is back.
And the cable industry has indicated
its willingness to accept reasonable
must-carry requirements. Still, the broadcasters want to keep cable operators
from carrying quality L.O. programming.
They've argued for some time that
cable operators should not be allowed
to own any satellite program services.
And now the broadcasters are arguing
that because cable operators might act
in an anticompetitive manner, they
should not be allowed to provide quality local programming either. These
arguments are specious. There's no
evidence that ownership of satellite
program services by cable operators
has produced anticompetitive results.
(Indeed, as we'll discuss in next month's
column, such vertical integration has
enhanced competition in television programming.) There's also no reason to
expect that cable operators will operate
their L.O. channels in an anticompetitive manner—and if they did, the
antitrust laws would be sufficient to
deal with the problem.
What seems to trouble the broadcasters about high quality L.O. channels
is not the prospect of unfair competition but the prospect of enhanced
competition. Their licenses give them
the exclusive rights to use scarce
broadcast frequencies. But they don't
give them the right to exclude other
nonbroadcast providers of local programming, and there's no reason why
they should. •
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MHz steps,

so you get pinpoint tuning. Pictures come through with incredible clarity, and the sound, in unbelievably rich stereo.

The CAT100R can also operate on both Cand Ku bands. It's MAC-compatible. And since it's from Uniden, you're assured of the highest quality
and best features at an astonishing price.
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Forecast is bright for
long-term consfruction
T

here's no question that the cable
television industry is presently riding high through an extended period of profitability brought on chiefly
by an unrestricted market and astronomical levels of capital expenditures
by operators eager to rebuild or improve cable plants. But what is interesting—and certainly much different
than past construction cycles—is that
no one sees any considerable downturn
in activity for the next several years.

ing again surged and has remained
high, chiefly because high subscriber
values made it economically feasible
to reach into previously unpenetrated
areas and/or to attract new subs via
more channels.
The current rebuild cycle is now well
into its third year. Many industry
forecasters have predicted that operator capital spending would slack off
until 1993, when the next round of
franchise-forced rebuilds would take

president and general manager of Jerrold's distribution division, said he
expects sales in 1990 to be about the
same as they were in 1989, which by
all accounts was a highly profitable
year. And he expects the trend to
continue: "I think a lot of factors are
in play to cause that growth to happen
more continuously and less precipitously," he says.
Why? Because operators feel good
about the long-term growth potential
for the industry and are excited about
installing new
technology
like fiber optics, increased
bandwidth
and advanced
television, 'Parshis says.
"I've
been
hearing from
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Cable equipment manufacturers and
distributors are used to seeing their
share of good times. Back in 1982 and
1983, construction spending reached
perhaps its all-time high as the franchise wars were reaching aclimax. But
then, the inevitable happened; spending levels dropped off and many manufacturers were caught with huge inventories and production capability that
had to be curtailed.
The best of times
After deregulation took effect, spend-

place. In other words, 1990 was the
year when the valley portion of the
peak-and-valley construction cycle was
to occur.
However, research conducted by CED
magazine suggests that the fundamental premise of peak-and-valley cycles
doesn't hold any longer; that operators
have shifted their thinking from the
routine, bottom-line "don't do anything until the franchise is due to
expire" mentality to one of long-term
strategy, where customer service and
competition become the driving factors.
For example, Lemuel 'Parshis, vice
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most cable operators that
their capital
budgets are at or slightly above their
'89 levels," continues Tarshis. "They're
quite bullish (about the future) and so
am I."
Over at Scientific-Atlanta, the feeling is similar. David Fellows, vice
president and general manager of
headend/earth station, fiber and distribution systems, sees the strong momentum of 1989 continuing right on
into 1990. He believes the advent of
AM and FM fiber optic systems has
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made upgrades more attractive. "Operators no longer believe fiber will
obsolete their plant," says Fellows,
"they understand fiber now. I'm very
optimistic."
"It (1990) appears to be an excellent
year," driven by operators' overall
optimistic outlook for the future, agrees
John Hastings, national marketing
manager for C-Cor Electronics. Because operators are
encouraged about
the
long-term
health of CATV,
they're spending
money to upgrade
plant, make it
more reliable and
add channel capacity, says Hastings.
"We feel the industry will be
strong over the
next 8to 10 years,"
as long as nothing
catastrophic happens, Hastings
says. "The big question will be the
European market."

comes accepted. "Operators will begin
to focus inward and improve their
systems," Aukstikalnis says, which
will drive sales of both traditional
set-top and off-premise addressable
equipment.
lbxscan, which has been working
diligently to overcome its financial
difficulties and regain market share,
is also "extremely bullish" about 1990

Addressability
will grow

We offer a
3year warranty
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Aerial Tool Needs
CATV, Telephone and Fiber

Jackson Tools
Systems
PO Box 6
Clayton, OH 45315
(513)836-2641
FAX (513)836-0396
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Over on the subscriber product
side, the overall outlook parallels those
of the distribution
camp. Steve Necessary, director of
marketing at S-A,
says sales of addressable set-tops
will continue, with
"modest growth"
being driven by replacement of earlygeneration addressable boxes. "The
combination of worn-out equipment,
security issues and the demand for new
and better features is driving the push
for new addressables," he says.
At Jerrold, Ibny Aukstikalnis, vice
president and general manager of subscriber gear, expects a "slight increase" in overall sales, derived mostly
from the sale of Starport addressable
modules to Tele-Communications Inc.
for the MSO's "on-premise" side-of-thehouse program. Regarding conventional
addressable set-tops, Aukstikalnis says
some growth will occur in 1990, but
will "take off" when system consolidation drops off and pay-per-view be-
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and beyond. George Fletcher, vice president of corporate marketing, expects
lbxscan business to be up about 20
percent over 1989 sales (which were
estimated to be about $30 million). He
expects the growth not so much from
increased market share as from an
enlarged overall market size.
The cycle has changed
He, too, believes that the building
cycle is different from the past. "The
threat of telco (entry into the cable
business) triggered alot of construction
and kept it moving," says Fletcher.

We put ou name
on the line for you.
When Burnup & Sims Cable Corn is
your construction contractor, your
coaxial or fiber optic installation is
secure.
We put our name on the line for
you. Burnup & Sims Cable Corn,
part of a$500 million company with
areputation of professionalism and
integrity to protect.
With Burnup & Sims Cable Com,
you'll avoid poor quality, costly
delays and outrageous overruns.
You'll have solid warranties and
loss control plans. We'll be with
you long after installation is
complete.
Whether you are asmall
independent operator or agiant
MSO, whether you have plans for a
new build, rebuild, retrofit, aerial or
underground installation, we put
our name on the line for you.
Burnup & Sims Cable Com.
BURNUP & SIMS
CABLE COM, INC.
Call 1-800-241-2105
In Ceorgia. call 404-482-7612
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CONSTRUCTION
Other factors, including efforts to improve cable's image by installing fiber
optics and improving community relations, will keep spending levels high,
he adds.
Equipment distributors share the
optimism espoused by the manufacturers. Chris Sophinos, chief operating
officer of Midwest CATV, expects business in 1990 to increase 40 percent over
1989. He believes the market, in terms
of miles of construction, will be up five
to eight percent. Midwest expects to
make significant gains in market share
in the West and Southwest to make up
the difference.
Marty Ingram, vice president of
product management and marketing
at Anixter, expects sales to be flat, yet
1990 is shaping up to be "an excellent
year." Construction levels will parallel
1989 and increases will come in drop
cable sales and headend equipment as
operators concentrate on offering improved signals, more channels and
implementing fiber systems.
The hottest gear

/
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Loads staple leg lengths:
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Loads staple leg lengths:
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Predictably, the hottest market is
rebuilds and upgrades and the equipment of choice is 450 MHz gear, report
the manufacturers and distributors
such as Anixter Cable TV and Midwest
CATV. "There's been a shift toward
the upper end of the equipment (550
MHz gear)," says Jerrold's Tarshis.
"The number of people interested in
550 has doubled over ayear ago."
Fellows is seeing the same thing.
"We're shipping alot (of 550 gear). It's
not unusual anymore," he says. While
many more operators query the manufacturers about top-end gear, clearly
the purchasing curve peaks at 450 MHz
actives. In many cases, operators purchase equipment capable of passing
550 MHz but activate it to 450 MHz.
In fact, Fellows says approximately
65 percent of S-A's sales are 450 MHz
equipment, 10 percent is 550 MHz and
25 percent is less than 450 MHz. He
says many operators are choosing to
buy 450 MHz gear, equalize it to 400
MHz and will later install fiber to get
the additional 50 MHz.
"Rebuilds are 450 MHz usually and
550 MHz whenever practical," assents
Sophinos. "And we still see alot of 450
MHz going in places that (activate)
only to 330 MHz."
Ingram believes that one factor that
could turn out to be a real sleeper is
system extension work. "All those
50-to 200-home extensions add up to
large sales," he says.
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In order to hit those extension areas
with good signal levels, operators are
buying advanced technologies like
feedforward and power doubling like
never before. According to Fletcher at
lbxscan, fully half of the 450 MHz
equipment he sells, which accounts for
perhaps 80 percent of all sales, is power
addition or feedforward gear. "People
are buying as aggressive a technology
as we can produce," says Fellows, who
also sees the trend to high tech amps.
Because of all this good news, manufacturers have kicked their production
into overdrive to meet the anticipated
demand. But the lessons they learned
afew years ago still remain and order
backlogs on popular equipment are still
relatively high.
For example, strand and hardware
is still difficult to get and is getting
more expensive, which foreshadows
that the situation probably won't be
getting any better soon, according to
Sophinos. Midwest is turning to Florida Wire and Cable, its domestic supplier, rather than count on traditional
offshore sources to ensure that it has
enough strand to meet demand.
Think way ahead

Because of all the shortages, operators planning construction need to bid
their projects a full 90 days ahead of
need, says Sophinos. "They no longer
have as many alternative sources as
they had in the past (alluding to the
consolidation of hardware suppliers
and distributors), so they'll have to
think further ahead," he cautions.
"Operators need to contact vendors
early and stay in touch with them,"
advises Frank Walker, marketing manager at Kennedy Cable Construction.
He advises operators to order electronics early because the vendors can't fill
all the orders from operators who wait
until the last moment to order. Walker
says that even the most essential
item—the coaxial cable itself—is in
short supply in the more popular
offerings.
Another atypical driver of construction activity is all the attention over
signal leakage rules, which will go into
effect next July. Contractors, especially, see the difference. Walker at
Kennedy says he's doing more splicing
upgrades, more fiber optics work and
believes that the leakage rules provided an impetus to start other, larger
construction projects.
Harry Wahl, vice president of turnkey sales at Cable Services, also says
that the concern over leakage level
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Underground

compliance has brought his firm a lot
of work related to improving drops.
Robert Long, president of Burnup
and Sims' Cablecom, expects construction activity to keep his company
percolating for some time. He thinks
that MSOs are interested in improving
reliability and service and have penciled in ambitious rebuild or upgrade
agendas that will carry contractors
well through 1990 at high levels. While
he expects overbuilds to remain the
primary driver of business, to some
degree he points to social factors for
some of the demand. For example, he
says the population of Florida is expected to double by the year 2000, and
"someone has to give them cable TV,"
he says.

Construction

The role of fiber
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An examination of the traditional
marketplace and the application of
traditional equipment clearly creates
an optimistic outlook within most industry players. Yet many become obviously giddy with delight when the
prospect of fiber optic implementation
and the burgeoning European marketplace are thrown into the mix.
Amplifier manufacturers are eagerly
anticipating the technological breakthrough that is necessary to improve
the performance of distributed feedback and other types of lasers before
they'll admit they have high hopes for
fiber systems. But many, including
Jerrold and Scientific-Atlanta, believe
the breakthrough will have to occur
before significant implementation takes
place.
For example, both Tarshis and Fellows believe that 1991 will be the year
of AM fiber implementation. By that
time, laser performance will improve,
prices will drop and MSOs will plan for
fiber via capital budgets, they say.
Both men also believe that the day
is not far off when digital systems find
their way into the supertrunks, usurping the role now played by FM gear.
'Farshis says he expects "significant
activity" related to digital systems by
the 1990 Western Show (December)
while Fellows says it may take two
years. But Fellows, who up until two
years ago designed and built digital
equipment, says it may even happen
faster than that. "It surprises me that
good quality digital TV has come down
(in price) that fast" already, he says.
C-Cor, however, is counting on being
able to offer a digital product even
faster than that. Through an agreement with Comlux, the venture hopes
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to debut aproduct in the next 12 to 18
months, says Hastings. "We're banking on digital," he says.
On the other hand, lbxscan believes
cable operators already have too much
money invested in RF gear to make a
quick switch to digital gear. Fletcher
concedes that it will be experimented
with but doubts that it will be implemented in any significant way for
several years.
Desire to pass ever more bandwidth
to the subscriber also promises to keep
construction hopping well into the '90s.
With ever more channel offerings and
the potential implementation of bandwidth-hungry advanced television
schemes, the manufacturers have designed amplifiers and housings that
will accommodate active modules up
to 1 GHz and beyond. Magnavox,
Jerrold, S-A, C-Cor and lbxscan all
showed these capabilities at the last
National Show.
The European opportunity
Finally, seemingly everyone is looking beyond the North American borders and toward the activity brewing
in Europe and the Pacific Rim. While
most don't expect any explosive growth
to occur there (especially when contrasted to the U.S. market), most
believe there is serious growth potential overseas.
lbxscan's Fletcher casts a wary eye
on Europe because of its excruciatingly
slow growth and frustratingly complex
political constraints. "They wait and
see what happens here," he says. "Everytime there's a breakthrough, they
slow down." Yet he concedes there is
an excellent opportunity to deploy fiber
there.
Aukstikalnis expects good growth to
occur for his Jerrold product line. The
new international set-top converter
has been received well and growth
along the lines of 30 percent to 40
percent is expected, Aukstikalnis says.
"we think we're well positioned in
Europe," having been there for 15
years, he adds.
With operators like Cox Cable seemingly so willing to spend the money it
takes to improve its image, reliability
problems and service to customers, it
becomes obvious that 1990 will continue to see high levels of spending.
But where the really good news lies is
in the short-term future, where new
products, more programming and advanced television promise to keep the
good times rolling. •
—Roger Brown

ATIGHTER GRIP ON YOUR
CONNECTOR AND YOUR CASH.
Fight corrosion now and you'll save headaches

virtually trouble-free -- taking only

and dollars later. Meet the truly weatherproof

time required by conventional connectors.

connector developed by Amphenol,® aleader in
the connector industry for over 50 years. With

Amphenol° 6Series
Environmental Connector

two weathertight seals inside, and a

2/
3

the

Best of all, you'll be keeping both your
labor costs and your cumulative leakage

Amphenole 59 Series
Environmental Connector

index under control. Corrosion leads

unique third seal which your installer

to outage problems, expensive service

adds by giving the connector asimple

calls, and soon, FCC penalties.

crimp with an inexpensive hand tool.
With this remarkable self-

For more information, call
1-800-TFC-CATV. Or write us at 358

contained unit, there's nothing to drop,

Hall Avenue, Wallingford, CT 06492.

fumble, lose or leave out. Both sizes (6

All connectors are not created equal.

Series and 59 Series) are differentiated
with distinctive nut designs so your

irfC

TIMES FIBER COMMUNICATIONS, INC ®

installer can see and feel the difference.
Installation is easy, economical, and

Where technology meets the bottom line.
Reader Service Number 18

ADVERTISEMENT

The following companies have paid
a fee to have their listing appear in the
Contractors Callbook.
-•••••••11»..
an....11111111.1,

DESCRIPTION: We have been in the cable
construction business for more than 30—
years. We do all types of cable TV construction
anywhere in the continental U.S. Fiber is
our specialty. Cost estimates on request.

i

4
l Cable Services Company Inc.
2113 Merydale Ave., Williamsport, PA 17701 •717/323-8518
1-800-233-8452 Nationwide

ATsiT
AT&T
(314) 891-2805
WATS (National)
(800) 443-0738
1111 Woods Mill Road
Ballwin, MO 63011
PERSONNEL: Dan Stone, National Sales
Representative; Rich Barks, National Sales
Representative
DESCRIPTION: Provider of CATV support
services and products including fiber optic
cable and accessories, turnkey construction
for your fiber/coaxial new or rebuilds, CAD
drafting services for base, strand or as-built,
CLI surveys, make ready and grounding
surveys, project and material management,
engineering consultation, no cost job
estimates.
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Cable Constructors, Inc. ..(906) 774-6621
FAX
(906) 774-9120
105 Kent Street
P.O. Box 190
Iron Mountain, MI 49801
PERSONNEL: John P. Jamar, Vice President
of Marketing; David J. Antonetti, Project
Engineer
DESCRIPTION: Turnkey CATV system
construction including mapping, design,
material supply and management, splicing,
activation, sweep, balance and
documentation. With offices in Iron Mountain,
Michigan, Auburndale, Florida (813-9652847), and Sacramento, California (916-4297702).

Cable Construction, Inc.
Bigham Cable
(904) 932-6869
Construction Inc.
P.O. Box 903
Gulf Breeze, FL 32562
PERSONNEL: Harold Bigham, President
DESCRIPTION: Bigham offers aerial
construction, splicing, balancing and installs.
We also specialize in rebuilds.
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Cable Corn, Inc.

Burnup & Sims
(404) 482-7612
Cable Corn, Inc.
6440 Hillandale Drive
Lithonia, Georgia 30058
PERSONNEL: Larry E. Wallace, Senior
Vice President; Deno Jones, Operations
Manager

Cable Link, Inc.
(614) 221-3131
FAX
(614) 222-0581
280 Cozzins Street
Columbus, OH 43215-2353
PERSONNEL: E. Jack Davis, President;
Bill Holehouse, Vice President of Sales
REGIONAL OFFICES: Lucy Espinoza, 8610
Broadway St., Suite 210, San Antonio, TX
78217, (512) 822-1303, FAX (512) 822-4015.
DESCRIPTION: Using the latest
technologies, Cable Link Inc. offers the
complete system design, strand mapping,
as built mapping, make ready survey,
walk-out service, base mapping and
Computer Aided Design. Cable Link Inc.
also offers buying, refurbishing and selling
CATV equipment. Our products include and
makes/models of line amplifiers, line
extenders, and passives. Additional services
include sales/service of addressable (Jerrold,
Scientific-Atlantic, Oak) non-addressable
converters, parts, and positive/negative traps.
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Cable Services
PA (800) 332-8545
Company, Inc.
Outside PA
(800) 233-8452
FAX
(717) 322-5373
2113 Marydale Ave.
Williamsport, PA 17701
PERSONNEL: John M. Roskowski, V.P.
Construction; Harry A. Wahl, V.P. Turnkey
Sales; George A. Ferguson, V.P. Sales
DESCRIPTION: Complete turnkey supply
and construction including pole walking,
strand mapping, design, and engineering for
both coax and fiber optic builds (aerial and
underground). Also, stocking distributor of
all major suppliers plus on premise repair
facility.

11

Cablemasters Corp.
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Cablemosters Corp. ....(814) 838-1466
FAX
(814) 838-8713
P.O. Box 219
Lake City, PA 16423
PERSONNEL: Bernie Czarnecki, President;
Gary Morris, Construction Manager
DESCRIPTION: Cablemasters Corp.
specializes in aerial and underground
construction; strand mapping; system design;
residential and MDU installations; subscriber
audits; proof of performance; and fiber optic
and LAN services. For more information or
aquote on aspecific project, call Cablemasters
today.
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Excalibur Cable
(800) 462-3811
Communications, Ltd.
FAX
(703) 339-9834
8906 Telegraph Road
Lorton, VA 22079
PERSONNEL: Glendon K. Allen; Eric Poth
DESCRIPTION: A full service underground/
aerial construction contractor. Experience
includes over 1000 miles of construction,
installation and post-wire experience in

ADVERTISEMENT

excess of 500,000 installs and 250,000 MDU
units. "Experience the cutting edge of
performance."
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COMMUNICATIONS AND UTILITY GROUP

Florida Cable Works ....(407) 392-2205
2290 NW 2nd Ave., Suite 9
Boca Raton, FL 33431
PERSONNEL:Steven M. Dyer, President;
William P. Grieser, Sales Manager
DESCRIPTION: Florida Cable Works is a
full service construction and installation
contractor operating throughout the
southeast. We offer aerial and underground
new build, rebuild and installation services
from planning and mapping through final
testing and activation. In addition, Florida
Cable Works is capable of providing all
material and equipment on aturnkey basis.
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Kennedy Cable
(912) 557-4751
Construction Inc.
FAX
(912) 557-6545
P.O. Box 760
Highway 280 West
Reidsville, GA 30453
PERSONNEL: Frank Walker, Roger
Kennedy Jr.
DESCRIPTION: Kennedy Cable
Construction, Inc. provides field work,
computer-aided design, engineering and
drafting of different hybrid fiber optic—
coaxial cable architectures. Systems can be
constructed on alabor only cost or full/
modified turnkey basis. Construction services
include aerial, underground and submarine.

NaCom
NaCom
WATS (National)

(614) 895-1313
(800) 669-8765

1900 East Dublin-Granville Road
Columbus, OH 43229
PERSONNEL: Jerry Evans, VP-Const. &
Engineering Div.; Bob Gemignani, VP.
Mktg. & Corporate Development
DESCRIPTION: Full service
telecommunication contractor providing
strand mapping (AutoCAD) drafting &
design; make-ready engineering; aerial &
underground plant construction; fiber optic
installation & splicing, residential
installations; CLI detection & correction;
pre- and post-wire MDU's; traps; audits;
converter exchanges; SMATV; LAN's.

COM
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The New George(404) 296-0804
Ingraham Corp.
WATS
(800) 631-6283
FAX
(404) 296-0952
4605 Stonegate Ind. Blvd
P.O. Box 1869
Stone Mountain, GA 30083
PERSONNEL: Betty A. Estes, President &
CEO; Barbara Weingrad, Executive V.P.
Sales-Marketing
DESCRIPTION: "Fo-Com"—preassembled
multi-duct fiber optic systems: PVC,
fiberglass and steel. Iblephone and electrical
transmission products. AT&T fiber optic
cabling—related accessories. Turnkey bridge
jobs and all outside plant products, innerduct,
snag plugs and projectiles.
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CABLE CONSTRUCTION, INC.

Rite Comm. Co
(704) 874-4202
WATS (National)
(800) 327-0208
FAX
(704) 874-0881
1008 Main Street West
P.O. Box 430
Valdese, NC 28690
PERSONNEL: Wiliam L. Wertz, President;
Alvin K. Wright, Vice President
DESCRIPTION: Capable of providing for all
your engineering and construction needs
(including fiber optics). "Quality and
performance done the RITE WAY."

Schenck
construction

Schenck Construction ...(206) 867-9694
15042 NE 95th
P.O. Box 3159
Redmond, WA 98073-3159
PERSONNEL: Edward A. Schenck,
President; Bud Longnecker, VP/Aerial
DESCRIPTION: Aerial and underground
cable TV construction; turnkey, and fiber
optic installation.
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RTK Corporation, Inc. ...(201) 665-0133
FAX
(201) 665-0990
120 Floral Avenue
New Providence, NJ 07974
PERSONNEL: James MacGeorge, Vice
President
DESCRIPTION: Full/modified turnkey
residential and commerical installations,
audits, rebuild, converter changeouts and
upgrades. MDU pre- and post-wiring, survey
and design.

Taylor Tele-Communications, Inc.
Taylor Telecomm. Inc. ...(216) 784-2960
2040 E. Market
Akron, OH 44312
PERSONNEL: Sue Taylor, President; Um
'Baylor, Vice President
DESCRIPTION: Cable installation
contractor; underground construction, aerial
construction, apartment pre-wiring,
residential installation.
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Using CADD to reorganize
your headend
C

urrently, a topic of much discusment space requirements as we add
sion in many systems is how to
channels and enhance others. A demake space for the growing quanmand for space may come from the
tity of equipment that must be squeezed
addition of commercial insertion, miinto headend buildings. It can be said
crowave and in some cases fiber optic
with relative certainty that most sysequipment. We may even find ourtems that have been in operation for a selves replacing microwave equipment
number of years are using a headend
with fiber optics and having to operate
structure that was initially designed
the systems in parallel through a
to house the immediate equipment
lengthy transition period.
needs only.
We're now faced with new equip- A new tool
By Pete Smith, Project Engineer, ATC,
Cablevision of Central Florida

It is easy to imagine that whatever
direction you take in your efforts to

gain more equipment space, there will
be quite a lot of drafting involved as
different ideas are placed on paper,
changed and redrawn. A good way to
avoid dedicating afull time draftsman
to the task and still get aprofessional
set of drawings is to use a CADD
system.
CADD, an acronym for Computer
Aided Drafting and Design, is software. Many versions have been written
for personal computers. Using CADD
and enhancing your PC with a few
accessories will enable just about anyone on your staff to get right to the task
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Setting The Pace!
The SIGnal System
Introducing The MIRACLE System

The most productive
CATV/LAN engineering and
drafting System available for
the personal computer.

Engineering
As an engineer or designer you will appreciate THE SIGNAL SYSTEM's engineering
functions, including:
Feeder Design — Trunk Design — Powering
Detailed Equipment Totals — Cost Analysis Reporting
User defined formulas for PAD & EQs
The speed at which you can calculate design will amaze even the most skeptical.

Drafting
Utilizing the MOST popular PC drafting system on the market, AUTOCAD, MIRACLE
will allow you to draft with features that make it irresistable! Features like:
Auto Key Maps — Map manager for easy access and maintenance
Legend Updating and data retrieval (road mileage, strand mileage, etc.)

Services
Friction Design offers acomplete line of CATV design and digitizing service utilizing
our system. Ask about our low rates and land base maps for any area in the United
States. Your system may already be digitized!

Friction Design Company
P.O. Box 5314
Englewood, Colorado 80155
(303) 979-3337 FAX (303) 933-4149
AUTOCAD is a registered trademark of Autodesk, Inc.
Reader Service Number 19
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of redesigning your headend to gain
more space.

70" Rack Planner

A typical example
The headend structure at Cablevision
of Central Florida, an Orlando-based
system of ATC, was no exception to the
crowding problem and over a period of
years had been expanded several times
to contain agrowing list of equipment.
Equipment had been added in a somewhat planned fashion that distributed
the AML in three locations and caused
operating equipment to be stacked on
top of racks.
Future plans called for the full
replacement of existing AML equipment with fiber optics. Floor space
freed by that move would allow for the
addition of quite a bit of electronics
associated with signal improvement
and expansion of services. It seemed
possible that by rearranging the interior of the headend and better organizing the existing electronics, more room
could be made for new equipment and
a difficult and costly building expansion would be unnecessary.

A-1

AVAILABLE
BLANKS ARE:
1.75'
3.5'
5.25'
7'

BLANK PANEL
11 111111 [1 111111 1111
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Figure 3

Considering that every inch of floor
space gained or saved would be of great
value, it's easy to imagine that a floor
plan would have to be drawn and
reworked several times prior to being
accepted. Additional drafting was required after adecision had been handed
down that all wiring would be diagramed and updated whenever a change
was made. It was also decided that a
wire numbering scheme would be developed and kept up to date.
Several members of the engineering
staff, having become advanced in the
use of personal computers, simplified
matters by proposing the use of CADD.
Computer trade publications were studied for recommendations and it was
determined that CADD software packages can be as elaborate as those
capable of designing a space shuttle
and costing as much as $3,000. The
staff was happy to find that there are
several good CADD packages for under
$500. From those, a two dimensional
CADD software package by Generic
was selected.
Hardware included an IBM compatible 286 PC with "mouse" inputting
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and a Hewlett Packard
XY plotter to print results.
In selecting a PC, it
is recommended that a
hard disc be included to
expedite loading the
CADD program each
time it is needed and to
provide storage capacity
for the completed drawings.
Consideration should
be given to memory capacity (RAM) to insure
that there is ample room
to handle both the CADD
software and sometimes
complex drawings. It is
recommended that VGA
graphics be installed in
the PC and an appropriate monitor selected. Because there are quite a
few computer components on the market that
are not compatible with
each other, it is recommended that you make
your purchases through
a computer store if you
are not familiar with

MAP •a •bil •ity
from USGS data

DIGITAL MAPS
for AutoCAEr users
ideal for:
• cable system design
• detecting terrestrial
interference
• marketing strategy

OUTSTANDING
IN STRENGTH AND PERFORMANCE

Cable Prep's RTH-4500 Ratchet T Handle for ease of operation
•Easy to install on any coring or stripping/
coring tool with a3/8" shaft with 3flats.
•Can be purchased separately or at a
discounted price with anew CABLE PREP
SCT or OCT tool.
•Self contained unit- maintenance free.
•Fully backed by Cable Prep.
•Competitively priced. •Made in the U.S.A.
•Service-oriented manufacturer.

So user friendly it can be used
with our competitor's tools!

,.:0pyright 1989 Ben Hughes Communication Products Co.

Reader Service Number 20

cable prep
BEN HUGHES COMMUNICATION POOP,

P.O. Box 373
06412 0373
(203)526-4337 FAX: (203)526-2291
207 Middlesex Avenue.

Chester. Connecticut

We make your job easier'

includes roads, highways,
waterways, powerlines,
railroads, landmarks, contours
and terrain data.

MERICAN
DIGITAL
CARTOGRAPHYTM
715 W. Parkway, Suite A•Appleton, WI •54914
414-733-6678
Reader Service Number 21

these products.
Saving time
With this package, laying out a
fairly elaborate floor plan on the monitor and drawing it with the plotter
required about half an hour for a
skilled operator. A draftsman would
require about an hour and ahalf for the
same product. Using CADD, changes
requiring acomplete redraw take about
10 minutes. All drawings are stored
on floppy discs for future reference.

Once the floor space requirements
for each piece of equipment are determined, it's a simple matter to move
them about on the scaled drawing
displayed on the monitor. Figure 1is a
preliminary drawing to scale illustrating the direction the floor plan was
taking.
Subsequent to the floor plan illustrated in Figure 1, adecision was made
to eliminate the air-handlers from the
interior of the headend by installing
single unit air packages outside the
building.

Headend Wiring Index
Wire
025
026
027
028
029
030
031
032
033
034
035
036
037
038
039
040
041
042
043
044
045
046
047
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049
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051
052
053
054
055
056
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060
061
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070

Runs From

Runs To

Carries

CSR in Ad Sales
CSR in Ad Sales
CSR in Ad Sales
4.5 Gen in A-9
PVS Sw. 3-1-C
Ch 9Modulator
PVS Sw. 3-5-C
Video DA in A-9
4.5 Gen in A-9
4.5 Gen in A-9
FNN Rx in A-1
FNN Rx in A-1
BARS Gen in A-9
FM Tuner in A-9
TVRO Splitters
TVRO Splitters
Sunshin Rx in A-1
Sunshin Rx in A-1
Sunshin Rx in A-1
VC-II in A-6
VC-II in A-6

4.5 Gen in A-9
4.5 Gen in A-9
PVS Sw. 3-1 Sig.
PVS Sw. 3-1-1
Ch. 9Modulator
Combining Net
PVS Sw. 3-1-0
PVS Sw. 3-5-0
PVS Sw. 3-5-1
Video DA in A-9
4.5 Gen in A-9
4.5 Gen in A-9
4.5 Gen in A-9
4.5 Gen in A-9
FNN Rx in A-1
Sunshin Rx in A-1
VC-II in A-6
VC-II in A-6
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CSR in Ad Sales
CSR in Ad Sales

Video Sun/Comm
Audio Sun/Comm
Cue Tone Audio Sun
Video +4.5 Sun/Comm
Video +4.5 Sun/Comm
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Video Sunshin

Figure 5
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To simplify the distribution of cooling air, and to provide a roomy place
in which to organize interrack wiring,
a decision was made to incorporate a
computer floor. Figure 2 is the new
floor plan as refined using CADD.
Records and documentation
The method of grouping various
equipment types within the racks was
left up to the technicians with the
understanding that once committed,
we must stay with the plan. The
familiar "rack planner" was drafted
in CADD and rack space planning
became a simple task. Figure 3 is a
completed planner produced with CADD.
Using CADD, the requirement for
documenting all wiring was accomplished quite simply. A line diagram
for each channel in the headend was
created. By using a set of line diagrams, it's an easy matter for a relatively uninitiated technician to perform preliminary troubleshooting. Line
diagrams are also stored on floppy discs
for easy retrieval and updating. Figure
4 is an example of a CADD produced
line diagram.
Each wire in the headend is numbered. In this case, three-digit numbers
are assigned with that number placed
on both ends of the cable. Using this
plan, excessively wordy labels are
avoided. Numbers are randomly assigned with the thought that a more
disciplined numbering scheme would
be burdensome. Numbers are kept in a
master index that is a companion
document to the line diagrams. (By the
way, the same PC with word processing
software installed was used to organize
the master index.)
Figure 5is apage from the index and
if you refer back to the line diagram in
Figure 4, you'll see how the two work
together. Whenever equipment must
be removed and replaced, reconnecting
wires to the correct point is accomplished easily by referring to the index.
CADD has been in use in this system
for over ayear. During that time many
uses beyond reworking the headend
have come up. Managers find it particularly useful for creating color transparencies to be used in overhead projector presentations. Most drawings that
would require adraftsman can be done
with CADD.
If you would like help in justifying
to management the purchase of a
system to support CADD, any of your
local computer stores will be more than
happy to list the many practical uses
beyond CADD. •

Perhaps our most
important contribution
to CATV powering
is restoring meaning to
the word reliability.
In the past fifteen years we've made some
very significant contributions to the CATV
industry. We've developed the most efficient
standby power concepts. We've developed
the powering technology that delivers the
cable signal with unprecedented reliability.
In fact, every major
standby power innovation has come from
Alpha, including complete status monitoring, automatic perfo
manee monitoring.,
uninterrupted power
output, and more.
But what makes us
proudest is to hear
people in the industry
say we've brought
respectability to the standby power business.
Standby power systems were introduced
to make CATV signal delivery more reliable.

ALPHA

Ironically, many of the standby systems were
notoriously unreliable. They gave the entire
industry ablack eye.
'We've worked very hard to design and
build products that keep working under the
most demanding environmental conditions. The fact that
we're continuing to
grow at an increasing
pace while others have
faded or disappeared
shows that our concern for quality is
right. And when our
customers tell us
we've restored confidence in standby
power systems„ that's
the payoff.
Technologies.
We're here to back
Alpha
you up.

TECHNOLOGIES

3767 Aipha Way. Bel inglgm. WA 96226-8302
TELPHOINE: 206-647-2360
FAX: 3)6-671-4936
5700 SIdley St.. Burnaby. BC. V5.1,5E5
TELEP-10WE .604-430-47i
FAX 604-430-8933
Reader Service Number 22

RECOMMENDED PRACTICES

The right tool for the job
R

emember the old adage of trying
to fit a square peg into a round
hole? lb many in the cable industry, that's exactly what the technical
community has been quite good at
attempting to do. Since cable TV's
inception almost 50 years ago, technology has existed by means of trial and
error. If a problem existed, equipment
was manufactured to solve it. Unfortunately, this "find 'em and fix 'ern"
method of product development created
another problem—each manufacturer
settled on its own particular design,
and quite often equipment didn't interface quite the way it should.
This lack of cohesion evolved into
an industry without technical standards. Because cables and connectors
did not adhere to any predefined standards, it was not uncommon to hear
stories of ill-fitting connectors being
twisted, mashed and shoved onto the
wrong size cable. Even converter
manufacturers created an issue by
using their own channel numbering
on converters.
However, as technology progressed,
so did the industry's way of thinking.
Refusing to listen to the "old guard"
of cable who had done quite well
without standards for 40 years, many
in the industry looked at standards as
ameans to obtain the elusive improved
quality and reliability.

Elliot, "it makes people nervous. We
use the word 'practices' with interfaces."
Regardless of the name, the Interface Practices Committee convened for
its first meeting at the SCTE Cable Tbc
Expo in June 1988. The committee
brings together the user group, manufacturers and others who need to be
involved with interface issues. As an
example, in the case of connectors, prep
tool manufacturers are involved, or in

The second subcommittee, under the
direction of Barry Smith, is the interface testing group. Obviously, the committee works on testing the interfaces
and recommending standard practices
for mechanical and electrical tests.
The final subcommittee is chaired
by Bill Down, applications engineering
manager for Gilbert Engineering, and
focuses on the drop interface. This
subcommittee works with the 'F' connector's sizing, connection and marking
issues.
Common goals

What the aim is,
particularly on the
Interface Practices
Committee, is to cut
down on the number
of service calls.

the case of 'F' fittings, manufacturers
who make the stripping tools need to
be in the loop also. Having these
companies represented reduces the risk
of having an interface that doesn't
The benefits are many
work properly.
"It's an open forum type meeting,"
"The net result, of course," says
says Barry Smith, sales engineer for
Tom Elliot, director of research and
Times Fiber Communications. "All of
development for 'Ible-communications
the parts by themselves are excellent
Inc., "is in the final analysis, we do a parts; nobody intentionally wants to
better job of giving service to our make junk. But we don't always have
customers. What the aim is, particuthe manufacturers of part 'A' talk to
larly on the Interface Practices Committhe manufacturer of part 'B'. This is a
tee, is to cut down on the number of forum for them to talk to each other
service calls. That saves a few dollars,
and for the operator to say, 'well, I've
but maybe equally—or more important—
got this problem and can the group help
it means there are less of our customers
on this interface?' "
being irritated."
Since the interface committee deals
This desire for higher quality work
with several different, but interlockresulted in the creation of the Interface
ing, issues, the committee was further
Practices Committee ayear ago. Elliot
broken down into three subcommittees.
went to the Society of Cable Television The first, spearheaded by George BollinEngineers (SCTE) and proposed that ger, an applications engineer with
an interface committee be started to
Comm/Scope, deals with the aluminum
deal specifically with interfaces— cable interface. Specifically, the subconnectors and other parts that are
committee addresses issues on the
associated with that process. "We
feeder cable, connectors, equipment
don't use the word standards," says
ports, sizing and choice of materials.
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For each of the subcommittees, the
procedure to set a recommended practice is the same. "We have guidelines
for this process," says Elliot. "It's a
fairly thick document that describes
the procedural process which is pretty
well defined by lots of different industries. The Electronic Industries Association (EIA) has been doing this for
years and they have a definitive set of
procedures which we've borrowed from.
There's also the SMPTE (Society of
Motion Picture Television Engineers).
So, clearly we've tried to follow the
procedures that are accepted in the
technical industry."
The first step in the procedure is the
process of gathering all the information
possible. That information is then analyzed and debated as to what is proper
and what isn't before the information
is circulated. "It's an iterative process," says Elliot. "Whereas it goes
through numerous updates and eventually you arrive at a standard practice
that people feel comfortable covers a
range of things in terms of different
types of metals and different tolerances
of machining equipment works through
different prep tools."
Once the review process is complete,
the recommendation becomes an interim practice and would be allowed to
stay in that status for up to five years.
During that period of time, the practice
is very likely to go through continual
updating, improvement and refinement.
If the recommendations are agreeable
to everyone, then the interim becomes
apractice in the true sense of the word.
Although only in existence for little
over a year, the Interface Practices
Committee is beginning to make headway. There are half adozen documents

RECOMMENDED P
that have been voted on and approved
by the subcommittees, including the
following:
•Interface practice for 'F' male and
female interface dimensions;
•Document for basic recommendation for performance and compatibility
for drop cables, 'F' fittings, crimp tools,
aluminum cable connectors and aluminum cable prep tools;
•Document on dimensional evaluation of flexible coaxial drop cables;
•lensile pull test procedure for drop
cable connectors;
• Hex crimp tool verification/
calibration; and
•Aluminum cable cored depth.
"Everything that's been done so far
is referred to as an interim practice,"
says Joe Lemaire, broadband applications engineering manager for Raychem Corporation, and secretary of the
Interface Practices Committee. "And
an interim practice is not a standard
or document that cannot be changed.
The objective eventually is to create
something called a practice and to do
that we have to go through the SCTE
board of engineering and also arather
rigorous voting and polling procedure
among the participants of the industry."

T_CES

Legal minefield
Unfortunately, although all the practices approved and set by the industry
are only voluntarily enforced, another
issue is raised by the entire procedure.
Do manufacturers have to comply with
the dimensions set by an interim

Just

because it's

agood idea, areal
good thing, doesn't
mean the law thinks
•,

it sagood idea.'
practice and if so, is this in violation
of antitrust laws?
"Just because it's agood idea, areal
good thing, doesn't mean the law
thinks it's agood idea," states Wendell
Bailey, vice president of science and
technology for the NCTA (National

CONTRACTORS, INC.
We now provide the following
services to the cable industry:

Cable Iblevision Association). "My
point is, just saying this is good doesn't
relieve you of certain legal obligations.
If the whole industry says we're going
to voluntarily buy only connectors that
meet this criteria promogated by this
body, vendors who make something
slightly different and find they cannot
make asale in the cable industry (even
though there is no legal requirement
for anyone to follow this standard) can
accuse you of collusive behavior and
an effort to refuse to deal."
However, this thought did not go
unheeded by those of the Interface
Practices Committee. "We were q
uite
concerned at the beginning of the

committee ," says Lemaire , "th at anything we might accomplish would be
an antitrust violation or concern."
In an effort to circumvent any possible litigation, the committee sought
legal counsel and established the guidelines Elliot referred to earlier. Taking
the lead from the EIA, the manual of
procedures was drafted to minimize the
possibility of antitrust violations.
"There's always the risk," states
Lemaire. "The essence in the risk is
to be as fair as possible. And to enable
all reasonable or interested members
of the community to participate in the

Too bad
C-COR doesn't
rebuild cars.

• Contract installation
• Aerial construction
• Underground construction
• Radiation and CLI
• Complete box conversion program
• Strand map and design
2524 Park St.
Muskegon, MI 49444

(616) 733-2852
Reader Service Number 23
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See our ad on page 46-47.
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meetings. For instance, it's not necessary to be a member of the SCTE to
participate in the workings of the
committee."
To Jim Chiddix, senior vice president of technology and engineering for
American Television Communications,
"the manufacturers exist to serve
customers. And if customers decide
they want to buy products with certain
standards, Ithink manufacturers will
get involved and make the product

customers want and maybe even get
involved in something to establish
rational standards."
And the manufacturers are involved
in the process. At the last Interface
Practices Committee meeting, held at
the Atlantic Cable Show in October,
97 percent of those in attendance were
manufacturers; the remaining 3 percent of the representation was by
MS0s. "The manufacturers are an
integral part of this process," says

Elliot. "In fact, it would almost be a
futile effort without their participation. They're the experts, they're the
ones who know what machines can do
and what they can't do."
So, although the risk is there, the
need for standards is far more critical
in many minds then the need for
prudent behavior. "The bottom line,"
says Richard Green, president and
chief executive officer of Cable Television Laboratories, "is we want to
provide better service. We want to
provide better, more functional interfaces with our subscribers and reliability and higher quality are major objectives."
Another problem associated with
setting standards, or practices, is the
possibility of stopping the "creative
juices" of innovative products. "If you
set a standard," says Bailey, "you
have guaranteed mediocrity in the
product at that moment in time."
Although he agrees with Bailey's
statement, Chiddix does not see this
as a fatal flaw. "What's to be gained
in establishing standards in areas like
connectors is much greater than
what is to be lost," says Chiddix. "A
manufacturer who has a real breakthrough is still going to come forward
with it. It just adds a little more
bureaucracy to the process. That's the
price you pay for the good things you
get out of standards and Ithink our
industry has matured to the point
where its time that we take ahard look
at some of these things."
A good

Automatic Redundancy Switches
Applied Instruments introduces asolution to the problem of IAN headend failures. The RRS-1 and RIS-1 redundant remodulator switch and
redundant translator switch. By sensing an impending
failure in the data source, and automatically switching to
an alternative, the RRS-1 prevents asystem failure that
can cripple acompany's productivity. And your reputation. What's more,
the RIS-1 allows you to interface with any type of IAN equipment Find
out more about Applied Instrument's data saving system. Call Doyle
Haywood at Applied Instruments, or write today for our full color
brochure and application notes.

317-782-4331

Applied Instruments, Inc.
51 South 16th Avenue
Beech Grove, IN 46107

APPLIED

INSTRUMENTS, INC.

BROADBAND COMMUNICATION INSTRUMENTATION
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thing

One of the good things that has come
out of the process is that 75-ohm
traceability has been established at the
National Institute of Standards and
Technology (NIST), formerly the National Bureau of Standards. Actually
a subcommittee of the Interface Practices Committee, the process was originally started by Ron Hranac, corporate
staff engineer for Jones Intercable,
after attending a Hewlett Packard
seminar on network analyzers.
Because the analyzers had accuracy
traceable to the NIST, but only for 50
ohm devices, Hranac asked about the
possibility of 75 ohm traceability.
After getting a positive answer,
Hranac began pestering manufacturers, recruited assistance, met with the
NIST and eventually submitted a report to the NCTA Engineering Committee that said 75 ohm traceability was
possible. However, the report also stated
that it would take about five years to

establish traceability and would cost
approximately $2 million.
"That was the sum of the report,"
says Hranac. "My own belief was that
it could be done in a shorter period of
time, for less money, because the cable
industry had at its fingertips anumber
of resources that could do the legwork."
And Hranac's belief held true. Approximately two years after submitting the
report, 75 ohm impedance has been
defined. The industry can now trace the
accuracy of manufacturers of connectors and cable and the calibration of
test equipment back to the standard.
"Really, the next step in continuing
this," says Hranac, "is to pursue the
traceability of power measurements.
So that if Isay Ihave one volt of RF
across 75 ohms, I'm measuring it this
way. Or one watt of RF across 75 ohms,
this is the measurement.
"The third part would be noise
measurement traceability in 75 ohms
but the NIST is more inclined to go by
comparison rather than establishing a
secondary standard."

you can't do anything about it because
of your particular niche—needs SCTE
involvement."
Still, to Smith, the issue goes deeper.
"I came from a tiny cable system and
Ididn't know any better on how fittings
went together. But Ididn't know Icould
call amanufacturer to help me. One of
my personal objectives (with the practices committee) is not to tell the
ATC's, the TCI's and the Jones' how to
do things but to give the little guys, the

smaller operators, that don't have research departments and engineering
labs, achance to get it right."
Perhaps CableLab's Green sums it
up best. "In any event, these voluntary standards are time consuming.
But when you reach an agreement, a
consensus among the industry, you've
got a powerful position because everyone's interest has been taken into
account. That's the way to do it." •
—Kathy Berlin

What now?
And the next step for the industry?
At the Interface Practices Committee
meeting in Atlantic City, Elliot stated
that the committee had been asked to
look into a range of other issues.
However, Elliot also expressed his
concern that if the issue did not address
a specific interface that perhaps the
committee shouldn't take it on. "We
have to be careful of overloading the
people already involved," says Elliot.
"We don't want to push anything off
the plate, but we don't want to overload
the plate."
Also saying that there were some
important issues the industry could
benefit from, Elliot suggested that
perhaps adifferent committee be established to address other standards issues. (Since the SCTE recently approved the proposed structural process
of the Interface Practices Committee,
any new committee would operate
under the same charter.) Yet, in order
to address some of the issues, it was
felt by many in attendance that more
operator involvement was needed.
"This whole thing," says Smith, "is
for the operator, and their customers.
We're just trying to build reliability."
Because of this focus, Smith encouraged everyone in attendance to help
operators become more actively involved in actually setting practices.
As Elliot states, "any chronic problem—
things that bother you everyday—but

CASEY is the first fully functional software
designed to automatically handle all of the
exclusivity concerns of the cable operator.
CASEY used either stand alone or as an
interfaced program takes the manual
labor out of the SYNDEX process. CASEY
will interface to the TV Host data base
as well as Monroe and Trilithic headend
switching gear. CASEY is made user friendly
through a menu-driven interface with extensive
on-line help. It runs on a standard IBM PC AT
or compatible with a 20 megabyte hard drive
and 640k of RAM. MS-DOS version 2.1 or
higher is recommended.

TELECOMMUNICATION
PRODUCTS
CORPORATION

o

1331 South 7th Street, P.O. Box 476
Chambersburg, PA 17201
(717) 267-3939
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ignal security. It's not one of the
"sexy" issues of the day, but it
remains perhaps one of the most
important topics on the minds of cable
operators. Estimates vary, but no one
disputes that illegal converters cost the
industry hundreds of millions of dollars
every year in lost revenues.
It's recognized that the black market
is strong for cable converters and
efforts to break up pirate rings have
been widely reported. Yet many unsuspecting cable operators, converter repair houses and equipment brokers
may actually be contributing to the
problem by not fully understanding
how pirates think and operate.
Where does the gear come from?
It's hard for even those responsible
for the policing and security of these
products to tell where most of the
illegal boxes come from, and opinion
varies. "It can come from a variety of
potential sources," says Steve Necessary, director of marketing for ScientificAtlanta. "Sometimes they are taken
through actual theft and pilferage and
that can happen anytime through the
shipping process as well as when the
cable operators own them. There are
instances where you ship 100 boxes to
asite and 95 get there. Well, those five
went somewhere. They may have been
run over by the forklift but, in fact, you
don't know where those other five
went."
"I'm not sure we have a percentage
breakdown as to where the product
originates," says Jim Allen, director of
the National Cable Television Association's Coalition Opposing Signal Theft
(COST). "But we definitely have afeel
for various directions from where it's
coming."
"In some of the cases (where) federal
authorities got involved in the last
year to 18 months, business records
would appear to indicate that, indeed,
there is atie into offshore manufacturers, namely Taiwan and South Korea,"
Allen points out. "Usually, that type
of equipment would be an add-on type
of unit that looks similar to (original
equipment)."
By George Sell, Contributing Editor

tem which tracks individual units as
they are shipped to the customers and
as those units move back and forth
from the repair process.
This system can, in many cases, be
used to control the illegal use and
distribution of descramblers and addressable decoders. Manufacturers can
assist anyone in tracking their units.
Says LeRoy DeVries, director of field
operations and technical sales for Oak,
"If it is an Oak product, if (an
operator) calls anyone within our company, we'd be more than happy to assist
them to determine the status of the
product. In fact, Iuse it for going back
and finding out who we sold these
products to and what they've done,"
DeVries says.
Independent repair facilities can also
use this system that originates with
the manufacturers. If they do, the
tracking system continues to have
integrity. Jack Hooper, general manager of Anixter's ACES converter repair/
exchange program says, "We follow
the manufacturer's serial numbering
system. Every unit that goes out of
here is recorded by serial number."
But the serial numbering and coding
system isn't afoolproof tracking method.
If a repair house does not use it, the
trail can go cold. Some independent
repair houses, like Cable Link, introduce their own numbering system.
Tracking methods
"We bar code our own units," says
Stan Smith, asenior account executive
All converter manufacturers use seat Cable Link. "We used to use a
rial numbering systems for warranty
regular sticker with asticker gun, but
records and for tracking decoders and,
now we use a bar code and we track
in the case of addressable converters,
both aserial number and an individual
them that way. It tells us the system
name, what kind of unit it is and our
address code for each unit. According
processing number."
to Mike Kraus, manager of Jerrold's
Others, like SCI CATV Services, use
Kansas City repair facility, the system
the original serial numbering system
of numbering or coding each box means
only when the cable system does.
that each unit can be accounted for by
According to Sales Manager Tam
a check list as it passes through the
O'Brien, "It would depend on whether
distribution system.
the system that sent them have logged
"They are serialized and bar coded
every number and sent it to you.
and all that information is fed into (a
Everything is checked off to see that
computer). When it's initially shipped
we have received everything they sent.
to the system, all that information is
Serial numbers are all logged on this
fed into the warranty system. A converter that was sold five years ago, I end."
Other repair houses simply ignore
could go into the warranty system right
the original serial numbers. Intrasnow and tell you who it was sold to and
teller Electronics is arepair house that
when," Kraus says.
also brokers used converters through
Scientific-Atlanta uses asimilar sys"There would appear there are pirate operations who are passing themselves off as either legitimate cable
operators or companies, who solicit
equipment not only from legitimate
manufacturers such as S-A, Jerrold or
Oak, but also from operators and
legitimate third-party brokers," says
Allen. "They use acronyms that are
similar to legitimate cable companies,
or names that are different only by one
word, or an interchange of whatever
title they are using for that particular
entity."
"Thirdly, Iguess there is a problem
with the used equipment market, in
that perhaps people are not being as
conscientious of doing due diligence
with the business that they are buying
and selling from, because it would
appear that there is obsolete and excess
equipment in the marketplace that
finds its way into third party hands."
Allen says there is also some concern
with converter repair houses. "There
hasn't been any direct substantiation
of it, (but there is a concern that) not
all the equipment that is sent in for
repair is repaired or repairable, or
claimed to be repairable, and acertain
percentage that is allegedly headed for
the scrap pile never quite makes it that
far and ends up in the wrong hands."
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We're bringing the
cable industry to its senses.
Sound

With digital audio we're introducing
high quality CD sound.

Touch

Sight

With Impulse we're making pay-per-view
more appealing than ever before.

With fiber optics we're creating
better picture quality.
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In the last few years, Jerrold has introduced three
new technologies and services that make alot of sense for the
cable industry. Because each has created anew source of
badly needed revenue.
Take our Impulse technology and its related service,
the Cable Video Store. While Impulse gives viewers the
power to order movies at the push of abutton, Cable Video
Store gives them movies worth pushing for. The result? The
fastest growing pay-per-view service in cable.
Fiber optics makes our pay-per-view and everything
WE

HELP

YOU

SEE

else on cable look better than ever by improving picture quality
and raising system reliability. It also increases channel capacity.
Giving operators the ability to deliver more programming.
Now we're getting ready to launch Digital Cable
Radio. Acombination of technology and programming that
will let us transmit commercial free, digital quality music to
any cable subscriber. And an idea destined to do to broadcast
radio what cable did to broadcast TV. If you've got anose
for opportunity, call
(215) 674-4800.
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Too bad C-COR doesn't rebuild cars.
Like our cable system rebuilds,
every model would be designed
and built for peak performance. Or
better yet, we'd custom build it.
Your warranty would be
three times the industry standard.

You'd have a24-hour hotline,
with aguaranteed 48-hour turnaround on repairs.
In short, everything necessary to leave your competition in
the dust.

Maybe that's why more and
more cable companies trust us
with their systems. And why you
can be sure no one will work
harder to prepare you for future
growth. Our wide range of

,

reliable products gives you more
options. While our extensive
rebuild experience gives you
peace of mind.
For details on our full line of
advanced products, innovative

service and reassuring threeYou can have the cable
year warranty, please call toll free
system of the future, today. But,
1-800-233-2267. In PA, call
you'll have to wait for the car.
1-800-356-5090. Or write: C-COR,
60 Decibel Road, State College,
PA 16801.
ELECTRONICS INC
VereOutibGiveYou
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The Best Reception In The Industry.
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its affiliation with Authorized Parts
that the buyer is a legitimate cable
comes into play is on units that are
Company. Intrasteller believes the seoperator. One method is to ask the
probably no longer being manufacrial numbering system is not its conbuyer if he has signed contracts for pay
tured but the cable TV company has
cern. Ibm Brannum says, "As far as
service. Says Anixter's Hooper, "If (those units) in the field, and they
the boxes leaving the (cable) system,
they are a cable system listed in the
want to continue to use that unit, but
that's really not our end of it. The cable
Cable TV Factbook, Ithink that is a it's not available from the manufacsystem tracks it and if they lose track
pretty good credential. As for SMATV
turer anymore," Hamilton adds.
of their inventory, we don't know
systems, Iwould not sell to them until
"My experience is a lot of these
anything about it. They just send what
I could satisfy myself that they're
people go to great extremes to conceal
they need to repair. Or if they need to
paying for the premium services that
their true identity and, in fact, deceive
buy some excess converters or if they
they are receiving. And the other thing people," says Hamilton. "What I see
have converters
happening is peofor sale, we help
ple fraudulently
them out with
portraying themthat." Intrasteller
selves as cable opdoes not use any
erators or distribusystem of serial
tors, and people
numbering or coddon't take the
The following guidelines, if followed,
ing authority.
ing of each box.
time to check out
will help cable operators, repair firms
2. Before any shipping, verify that
"That's time conthe credentials of
and other entities that buy or sell cable the address it is being shipped to is the
suming,"
says
the people buying
decoders determine that they are dealsame address listed for the bonafide
Brannum.
the boxes."
ing with legitimate buyers or sellers of cable operator they say they are.
"There are not
Not only are cabasic or addressable converters/
3. Ask for copies of their contracts
bar codes on most
ble
operators and
descramblers.
with pay programming services and
of the equipment
independent reIn most cases, afew simple telephone then confirm these contracts with that
we run through
pair houses subcalls will get results. If fraud is suspay service.
here. It's just not
jected to calls from
pected, contact Jim Allen, executive
4. If the buyer wants converters that
economically feadirector of the NCTA's Coalition Opuse different types of descrambling deceptive buyers,
sible. We go to the
so are factory reposing Signal Theft (COST), telephone
methods, you should immediately be
cable system and
pair
centers. "Oc(202) 775-3550, and/or law enforcewary of the caller's intent, even if they
say, 'Your repair
casionally you will
ment authorities.
are otherwise alegitimate customer.
price is $12.95. If
Some other things to keep in mind:
5. Check their credit rating even if get somebody callyou want us to
ing in from acom1. If they say they are a cable they offer cash deals or COD shiptrack the serial
pany that you've
operator, and are not listed in standard
ments. Legitimate buyers or sellers, as
numbers for you,
never heard of and
directories of cable operators, ask for a opposed to those on the legal fringe,
then it's going to
not in any of the
copy of their municipal franchise agreeshould have good credit and good
be $20.95.' We
published
directoment and then check with the franchis- business practices.
don't have that in
ries," says Larry
our budget. They operators) give us
Iwould check is the cable system in the
Neblett, manager of lbcom's repair
100 units to repair and we track that
area where this (SMATV system) is."
facility in Matamora, Mexico. "You
in-house to make sure that they get
"When a company seeks to order
can generally tell when people are
their 100 units back."
equipment from us," S-A's Necessary
trying to put boxes on the black
The serial number tracking system
says, "we run them through our normarket, or at least tell when it's not
also breaks down when numbers are
mal credit procedures which involve just asimple repair effort."
removed or obliterated. Because conrunning the Dun and Bradstreet report
"You can open up any hobby magaverters can be programmed to decode
on that company and getting standard
zine today and see cable TV converters
any or all pay services, Oak's DeVries
bank references and credit references
for sale by unscrupulous sources," Hacautions operators to be wary of units
or trade references."
milton points out. "They have blind
with altered or missing serial numbers.
post office boxes and people who deal
"Any company that is dealing with
Repair houses
in deceiving people."
boxes that have had any type of
"They'll call up acable operator and
damage or removal of the bar code
Of course, when descramblers and
say they're looking for some S-A 8580
labels should immediately question the
addressable converters need repair they
boxes and the cable operator may not
company they are getting it from and
are often shipped to factory repair take the time to check out the caller. I
it means that somebody has tampered
facilities. But large quantities of units
don't think the operator knowingly is
with the box, and probably for the
are also shipped between cable operaselling to somebody who they know is
wrong purpose," DeVries advises.
tors and independent repair houses
going to turn them loose on the street.
"That is a problem," says Allen of that act as outside contractors.
I've never found that to be true."
COST, "and in most of the larger
Perhaps the largest independent re"We have people like that call us,
federal cases that we've seen most of pair house is BradPTS. According to
too, for converters," Hamilton continthe identification has been removed to Jeff Hamilton, executive vice presiues. "Our main warehouse for convertthe extent that you knew it was there
dent, Brad sells and distributes new
ers is in New York and we have a
to begin with but it is no longer
converters for Oak and Jerrold and
security man there who must authorize
legible."
remanufactures and refurbishes used
all sales of converters and his sole
Anyone who sells cable decoders
equipment before reselling it to MS0s.
purpose is to make sure that converters
should ask for credentials to determine
"Where remanufactured product
leaving our warehouse are going to

Keeping your eyes open to fraud
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You may get by
having your
electromechanical
converters repaired by
unskilled workers...
...but why take chances on your
addressables?
AT ACES, ONLY THOROUGHLY TRAINED TECHNICIANS REPAIR
ADDRESSABLE AND DIGITAL CONVERTERS.
THAT'S WHY WE'RE KNOWN AS
THE ADDRESSABLE CONVERTER
REPAIR SPECIALISTS.

Call your
Anixter Cable TV representative for information!

ACEb

ANIXTER
CONVERTER &
®EQUIPMENT SERVICES

1-800-336-ACES
1-512-258-1606

1-800-552-ACES
1-619-241-2002

505 Cypress Creek Road
Cedar Park, TX 78613

14029 Amorgosa Ave.
Victorville, CA 93292

CORPORATE HEADQUARTERS: ANIXTER CABLE-TV, 4711 Golf Road, Skokie, IL 60076 (312) 677-2600 — Telex 289464
1989 Anixter Cable TV
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rville And Wilbur Wright
Showed That Commitment To A Goal
Is No Flight Of Fancy...
Jerrold CableopticsTmProves History Repeats Itself!
After nearly adecade of effort and experimentation —
including over 200 wind tunnel tests —the Wright Brothers knew
the reality of their vision was finally at hand. On awindy day in
December, 1903, they seated their biplane on arail embedded at
the foot of Kill Devil Hill. The Wright Flyer was launched and 12
seconds later, the aviation age was born.
Wilbur and Orville knew all along that their plane would
fly. But it took five years after Kitty Hawk to convince the skeptics of the practical value of what they had accomplished.
Today, there are scientists and inventors committed to a
different kind of flight. The flight of television signals —not
through the air or on wire —but as lightwave communication.
These "Wilburs" and "Orvilles" are convinced that optical broadband signals will maximize clarity, increase the capacity and
appropriately supplement current RF technology.
Jerrold's obligation is clear. Provide our scientists and
technicians with substantial R&D investment. Bring products to
market that totally integrate and enhance current RF transmission
methods. And lead the cable industry into anew age of reliable,
improved image quality and economic value.
Jerrold's commitment to the cable industry is over 40
years old. We launched the first successful cable TV system only
through our determined effort to develop an amplifier that would
deliver aclear signal. And time after time, we've been proven
right as we helped bring cable television to homes throughout
America.
At Jerrold, our vision of future cable television transmission through Cableoptics is as certain as powered flight was to
the Wright brothers. And the future is just as bright.
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JERROLD

2200 Byberry Road, Hatboro, PA 19040

215/674-4800
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CONVERTERS AND PIRACY,
legitimate franchised cable operators."
Out the back door

Despite all the safeguards, manufacturers and repair firms can be burned
by legitimate cable operators. "I hate
to tell you," says Steve Necessary at
S-A, "but there have been instances
where even franchised cable operators
have sold product out their own back
door. We had one instance where we

became aware of that and, obviously,
we discontinued sales to that cable
operator."
Necessary adds, "Obviously, none
of us like to hear of that and Idon't
even like to tell you that that happened, but he met the criteria as well
as any of us can. He was a good guy.
Sure enough, he was running a small
cable system. So, sometimes the temptation affects even the people who meet
all the criteria."

In order to dispose of old equipment
and recoup some of the capital loss,
some cable companies will sell them,
perhaps unknowingly, into the black
market. "I have personally seen that
happen with acouple of the major cable
companies, major MS0s, where divisions of that MS0 have gone out and
sold them that way," says DeVries.
Also, cable operators need to be
mindful that lax and unsecure warehousing of converter inventories can
be agreat temptation to unscrupulous
workers. "I came from working at a
system," says O'Brien of SCI CATV

SYNDEX 'PLUS"
In order to dispose of
old equipment and
recoup some of the
capital loss,
some cable companies
will sell them,
perhaps unknowingly,
inter
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QUANTA's new All-Channel Message
System provides the most flexible system
available for meeting syndex requirements. Plus, it offers agreat selection of
other video service options. For example'
• blackout messages—full page or
crawl — with adifferent message on any
channel
•substitute program switching—with
advisory crawl
• headend or VCR switching
•advance scheduling
• planned interface to syndex databases

clianail will ra
. 3 .0 0 .P

• syndex logging
• remote control
And, other video messages can be created
to display emergency alert crawls. cross channel promotions, sports score displays. or any other information desired.
APC workstation handles all programming
and text entry —no external character
generators needed!
Call Quanta today for more information
on ACM —the SYNDEX "Plus" answer.

CIUANTA
Quanta Corporation
2440 South Progress Drive
Salt Lake City, Utah 84119 •(801)974-0992
Dynatech Broadcast Group
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into the
black market.

Services, "and Isaw how some of the
warehouses worked. Ithink there is a
lot of room in some cases for improvement in security."
When acable operator, repair house
or broker suspects fraud or theft of
decoders, it should contact the NCTA's
COST Program in Washington. "That's
really the purpose of the COST organization," says DeVries, "to try to help
cable companies identify the problem
areas and resolve issues like that."
"As for the primary manufacturers,
they are involved with COST," says
Allen. "They have been very cooperative in assisting federal authorities
who have asked for technological inspection or analysis of equipment that
has been seized in some of these raids.
I think they are much more aware
perhaps than they were a couple of
years ago as to the extent of the
problem and how they might interface
with the rest of the industry in attempting to combat this." •

Loot To®
More Efficiency.

More Service.

In response to operators' concerns over
shyrocketing utility costs, Lectro designed and
delivered the first Super Efficient power supplies.
Now, acomplete line of Super Efficient products
is available for you.

We've been powering cable systems for decades.
we back up our service and warranties with field
and factory support personnel. A satisfied
customer is our most important asset.

More Modularity.
Lectro features plug-in modularity so advanced,
so simple that maintenance is asnap! Just ask the
man in the bucket.

More Designs
Lectro has the most diversified product line in
the business, ranging from 4amp to 18 amp.
You'll fmd products to meet every application.

CALL 1-800-551-3790.
In Georgia, call (404) 543-1904

Lect roe
More power to you

Lectro Products, Inc.
420 Athena Dr
Athens, GA 30601
Made in U.S.A.
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DIGITAL FIBER

ISDN to the home
T

his paper describes a fully Integrated Services Digital Network for
practical installation using hardware and software technology available from ABL Engineering Inc.
The network in this paper is based
on abranched star distribution architecture for providing broadband single
mode fiber optical cable network to the
residential and commercial subscriber.
The flexibility designed into this
fiber optical network provides for bandwidth on demand. Starting with a

CATV
Headend
(CHE)

Other Service Areas

SPE =Subscriber Premise
Equipment

el Video
Trunk
Remote Broadband
Switch & Local
Digital Carrier Unit

Central Office
(CO)

The flexibility
designed into this
fiber optical network
provides for bandwidth
on demand.

Figure 1
From Central Office

RS 232

Control

single voice telephone channel to a
system providing 2D +B telephony and
data with expandable data up to DS3
line data rates. Television capability
from slow scan to full motion high
quality starting from 48 channel expandable to 192 channel selectable
television programming. Extended features in video to encompass the ability
to have pay-per-view features, and
future HDTV program delivery. The
media for transmission of these services is via afiber optic cable network.

SW 1648
DAX
Incoming Video
140 MBPS Fiber
16X140 MBPS

16 DS l's

System description
The overall structure of the network
is shown in Figure 1. The major
network components are the CATV
headend (CHE), the telephone central
office (CO), the remote broadband switch
units (RBS), adigital loop carrier unit
(DLC) and the subscriber premise equipment (SPE).
At the CHE, the satellite down-link
signals are demodulated to baseband
By Steffen Rasmussen, President, ABL
Engineering Inc.
©ABL Engineering Inc.

Subscriber

Local
Digital
Carrier
Unit
DS 1Fiber

,11

Trunk to
Central Office

Integrated Video and Telephone Distribution
Figure 2
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DoYou Know
The Difference
Between-Telephone
And an/Tiber?
11111111111
The difference and it's an important one lies in our Total Systems
Architecture"' approach to CATV. It
provides you with the tools to advance
your delivery system and protect your
investment.
Fiber is fiber. But there the similarity ends. Scientific-Atlanta is the first
full line CATV manufacturer to offer it
all. Product, system design, service,
and support. Introducing the
6450 Optoelectronic Laser
Transmitter Fiber optic cable.

Scientific
Atlanta

And, the 6901 Optoelectronic Bridging
Amplifier
Telephone or CATV? Sure
the fiber is the same. But everything else
about aScientific-Atlanta fiber optics
system is better These differences are
what makes Scientific-Atlanta the company to rely on for CATV fiber optics
—we do it right.
Call or write Scientific-Atlanta
Dept. AR, P.O. Box 105027
Atlanta, GA 30348
1-300-722-2009

Our customers are the winners.
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SPE: Independent Voice and Video System

IR Control Units

Figure 5a
separate.
At the CO the voice and data information is integrated or time division
multiplexed into the auxiliary data
channels allocated for telephony and
data in the digital video and audio
information.
For further distribution of the digital
data, it is sent to the remote switch
sites and local digital carrier unit
locations via the 565 Mb/s high data
rate fiber optical transport systems,
that operate short as well as long hauls.

SPE 140 Based System
140 MBPS

TVT-RX

TVT-TX

Video/Audio
Insert

Remote switch centers
At the remote switch centers, the
television, audio, voice and data information is demultiplexed and interfaced
to the local digital loop carriers. The
video and audio information is demultiplexed to 140 Mb/s level and interfaced to the broadband switch, SW
1648 DAC, a digital access cross connect switch as shown in Figure 2.
The DLC unit provides DS1 data
streams where DSO slots are allocated
per subscriber demand.
Each subscriber on the network has
a 140 Mb/s of downstream data to his
premise. Included in the 140 Mb/s data
stream are three subscriber selectable
45 Mb/s videos, with associated audio
signals and a 1.544 Mb/s data stream
for voice and data.

DA-MOD

DA-MOD

DLC

DA-MOD

immulb

BB RF

BB RF

BB RF

Li
IR Control Units

SPE BI-Directional Video

Figure 6
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POTS
Control
Security
Alarm

COMBINATION TOOL handles
both cable prep and
connector installation

e

go

REPLACEMENT
BLADES

Connector/cable color coding printed
on tool for easy reference

SIGHT HOLE
lets you know
when connector
is fully
installed

ELIMINATE RF LEAKAGE.
GET MAXIMUM PROTECTION.
INCREASE SERVICE LIFE.

ALL WITH JUSTA SNAP!
LRC's Snap-N-Seal "F" connector does it all, and it
installs in asnap.
Snap-N-Seal's 360 degree compression on the
cable jacket ensures acomplete radial seal — virtually
eliminating RF leakage. Snap-N-SealTM has atriple seal
for maximum protection against harsh environments.
This adds up to increased life of drops and reduced
maintenance costs.
Snap-N-SealTM is also asnap to install — no more
crimping. LRC even offers aconvenient all-in-one tool
for installation.
Put alittle snap in your "F" connector installations.
Call or write Augat Communications Group, LRC
Electronics, PO. Box 111, Horseheads, NY 14845.
607-739-3844.

Also, ask about these LRC tools and options:
Weather cap to protect disconnected
drops from environmental conditions
allowing re-use of the connector.
Security shield and
security shield tool

Open end installation wrench,
featuring/.2 1

"
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DIGITAL FIBER
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Figure 7

The data signals are carried on
single-mode optical wave guides to
each subscriber. In situations where
the fiber cable will not support two
separate fibers, wave division multiplexing will be used. The wave division
multiplexing system will support bidirectional communications on a single
fiber.
The upstream or return data stream
will have one 1.544 Mb/s data stream
for voice and data. If high quality
return (bidirectional) video audio is
needed, multiplexing of 45 Mb/s or 140
Mb/s data with video can be added to
the subscribers return data as shown
in Figure 3.
The delivery of multi selectable
video is done through the previously
mentioned SW1648 DAC, digital cross
connecting switch. The SW1648 DAC
switch product is designed to provide
each subscriber with program selectivity of 48 channels of video, where any
three of the 48 offered video channels
are delivered to each subscriber. The

SW1648 DAC connects a group of 16
subscribers to the network. The SW1648
DAC has feed-through capabilities (regenerating) for tandem coupling as

The delivery of multi
selectable video is done
through the previously
mentioned SW1648
DAC, digital cross
connecting switch.
new subscriber distribution stars are
added to the network.
The SW1648 DAC also interfaces the
digital loop carrier unit to insert the
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1.544 Mb/s data into the 140 Mb/s data
stream. The SW1648 DAC interfaces
the DLC unit and the video trunking
system at an electrical interface of DS1
and DS4E respectively.
The subscriber side of the SW1648
DAC is fitted with optical equipment
for either single-mode lasers or LEDs,
depending on distance. The typical
optical power budget for a laser based
system is 36 dB and 10 dB for an LED
based system. This will allow transmission distances up to 45 cable miles
before regeneration is needed between
local distribution points and subscriber
premises. This will benefit by having
one central office encompassing an
entire metropolitan area or radius of
45 miles.
Th facilitate program selectivity, the
SW1648 DAC is remote controllable.
The subscriber can select or scan video
programming from the home console.
Control signals for TV channel selection are routed back to the central
office via the DLC system. Control

MIIIIIL
information from each console is sent
back to the switch for reconfiguration
of the downstream video. A master
control computer for control of SW1648's
is located in the central office and is
tied into the telephone billing system
to provide information on pay-per-view
or statistical viewing preferences, as
illustrated in Figure 4.
At the subscriber's premises, a
TVT4140A receiver unit will be installed. (See Figures 5 and 6). The
TVT4140A unit recovers the three
selected video programs with associated stereo audio and the 1.544 Mb/s
data stream from the 140 Mb/s optical
signal, as depicted in Figure 7. The
1.544 Mb/s data signal is applied to the
digital loop drop and insert unit. The
video and audio is available from the
subscriber's premise unit in either
baseband or on modulated RF carrier
to facilitate the subscribers equipment
sophistication, as shown in Figure 8. •
Part II of this paper will appear in
the December issue of CED. At that
time, the following topics will be addressed: Headend equipment; Local
switch sites; Subscriber premise equipment; System performance monitoring;
Network cost performance; Future needs;
and Pricing.
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Easier testing with a
CATV analyzer: Part II
T

his series of articles began by describing a CATV analyzer as a
portable, swept-tuned spectrum analyzer customized for making measurements in the cable-system environment. The basic measurement capabilities of the modern spectrum analyzer,
together with sophisticated digital functions such as markers and the fast
Fourier transform, make this instrument especially well-suited for cable
applications such as headend testing,
trunk maintenance and CARS-band
measurements. A number of tests that
can be made more easily using aCATV
analyzer will be examined in this and
upcoming installments.
Figure 1 shows the basic block
diagram of a swept-tuned spectrum
analyzer. The dotted lines associate
front-panel keys such as amplitude,
frequency, and span with the analyzer
functions that they control. Notice that
some keys are controlled by, or "coupled" to, other keys: amplitude to
attenuation; and span to sweep time,
resolution bandwidth, and video bandwidth. This coupling simplifies operation because adjusting one control automatically adjusts others. However, these
functions can all be uncoupled to give
greater flexibility in test situations
that call for it.
Amplitude measurements
If we follow a signal from the RF
input into the spectrum analyzer, we
first pass through the section associated with the amplitude key. This key
controls the position of asignal on the
CRT by adjusting the RF attenuation
and IF gain in the signal path from the
RF-input connector to the IF amplifiers. This produces a large amplitude
range for measuring signals of widely
differing levels: a range of 138 dB for
75 ohm operation and 145 dB for 50
ohm operation. A wide amplitude range
is important for many CATV tests.
In Figure 2, for example, we see a
measurement of carrier-to-noise ratio
(about 60 dB for this case). The carrier
amplitude was measured first, and
then the noise floor was moved up from
By John Cecil and Mary Jane Pa his,
Signal Analysis Div., Hewlett-Packard

SPECTRUM ANALYZER BLOCK DIAGRAM
[ATTENDATIONi

L

COUPLE

LOG dB/DIV
UNEAR
VIDEO
DETECTOR
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Figure 1

the bottom of the CRT for measurement, pushing the high-level carrier off
the top of the screen. This measurement was done sequentially because
the signal separation, about 83 dB, was
too large for both carrier and noise to

be displayed together.
Returning to the block diagram, we
see that the IF signal passes from the
IF amplifier through the bandpass
filter to the log amplifier. The log
amplifier gives the analyzer an 80 dB
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#RES BW 30 kHz

SPAN 2.000 MHz
#V13W 300 Hz
Figure 2

SWP 667 msec

display range, compared to about 20
dB on an oscilloscope. Accurate amplitude measurements can be made in the
first 70 dB below the reference level;
however, the lowest 10 dB of the CRT
range is useful for identifying low-level
signals. The log amplifier changes its
gain depending on the level of the input
signal, compressing high-level signals
so that high- and low-level signals can
be displayed simultaneously, Figure 3.
The vertical scale of the CRT can be
changed using softkey menus that
appear in the amplitude key menu.
Amplitude scale can be changed from
logarithmic to linear units similar to
those of an oscilloscope, with the reference level converted from power to
voltage units; amplitude-scale units
can be selected as dBm, dBmV, dBuV,
volts, and watts.
The attenuator in the block diagram
reduces the input signal below the
mixer-compression level of +39 dBmV
for 75 ohm operation and -10 dBm for
50 ohm operation. This ensures accu
rate display of the signal's amplitude.
Following the attenuator, the low-pass
frequency filter rejects high-frequency
spurious signals that are outside the
frequency range of the analyzer. The
attenuator is usually coupled to the
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reference-level setting so that a signal
at or below the reference level will not
exceed mixer compression. You can
change attenuation over a60 dB range
using a softkey; however, the analyzer
does not allow a combination of refer-
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LO TUNING SELECTS RF INPUT SIGNALS

pie, we could check for harmonics of
in a frequency
both signals.
range determined
For more detail about an individual
by the swept-LO
signal, however, the span must be
range. If the winIF ... LO-RF .. 2.0 GHz
RF = 0 - 1.8 GHz
dow size is wide
enough to include
f, = 300 MHz
= 2.0 GHz (PASS)
the input signals,
f. = 1.9 GHz (REJECT)
f, = 400 MHz
the analyzer will
display them, but
SPAN
200.0 kHz
LO = 2.3 GHz FOR f,
signals outside the
window will be exLO = RF + IF
cluded. In Figure
4,
the 2.3-GHz LO
CENTER FREQUENCY
is swept ± 150
LO = 2.0 - 3.5 GHz
MHz, creating an
TUNING
RF window from
150 MHz to 450
SWEEP
MHz around a300
TUNING
MHz center frequency.
Figure 4
With this 300
PAN
MHz span, both 300 MHz and 400 MHz
signals out of a broadband spectrum
0 Hz
input signals are displayed (Figure 5)
containing, for example, dozens of CATV
channels? Figure 4, the input mixer,
because each generates the IF at different times as the LO is swept. However,
shows us. The RF-input and local
if the span is reduced to 100 MHz, or
oscillator (LO) signals combine in the
±50 MHz about the center frequency,
mixer to create a fixed-IF signal. The
the 400 MHz signal will no longer be
fundamental tuning equation determines the LO frequency needed to mix
displayed because the input window
with aspecific RF signal to produce the
will range only from 250 to 350 MHz.
(a) (above) Measure modulation sidebands in anarrow
Altering the frequency span allows
IF: LO = RF + IF or IF = LO -RF.
frequency span
us to control the detail of the spectrum
(b) (below) View the demodulated signal in zero span
As the LO center frequency is tuned,
the unique input frequency that can
displayed on the CRT. In Figure 5, a
Figure 6
span of 300 MHz allowed both the 300
be converted to the IF changes. liming
decreased. So, to find spurious signals
MHz and 400 MHz signals to be
the LO, thus, tunes the RF input, and
(beats) that are interfering with TV
individual RF signals are selected for displayed at the same time. If we widen
picture reception, you would narrow
viewing on the CRT by tuning the LO.
the span further, 1,800 MHz for examthe span and look near the visual
The example in Figure 4 illustrates
carrier.
how a300 MHz signal is selected while
Further reducing the span to 200
a400 MHz signal is rejected.
kHz (Figure 6) shows that the 300 MHz
Compared to the frequency range of
signal has 15 kHz AM sidebands. In
an oscilloscope, the frequency range of
SPAN
300.0 MHz
A
this way, the 15 kHz horizontal-synch
aspectrum analyzer is very wide. This
sidebands on the visual carrier of aTV
allows the analyzer to display signals
channel can be measured. Even more
within a broadband spectrum such as
detail can be seen in narrower spans.
the CATV band. Center frequency of
In 0 Hz span (Figure 6), the analyzer
the RF spectrum analyzer used in these
demodulates AM and FM signals for
examples can be tuned from 9 kHz to
...........W4
viewing signals in the time domain.
1414-mpiew Nee..64è
1.8 GHz; of the microwave version,
We will discuss how zero span can be
from 9kHz to 22 GHz.
used to display low modulation rates
You can step between TV channels
such as 60 Hz power-line hum in Part
by changing the step-key resolution
IV of this series.
with a soft key that controls centerfrequency step size. By setting the step
Resolution bandwidth
SPAN
size to 6 MHz, you can tune between
100.0 MHz
Although the frequency span allows
channels simply by pressing the stepus to choose spectrum detail for differup and down keys.
ent applications, from viewing the
Span
entire CATV spectrum to analyzing the
modulation of an individual channel,
Looking again at the input-mixer
it is the resolution bandwidth that
diagram, Figure 4, we can see how the
actually lets us see the detail itself. The
spectrum analyzer displays a number
4.4.(w•v4v-AWArvvii.-4,44rwavvi
bandpass filter in the IF path (Figure
of different signals simultaneously. As
1) rejects signals that are not at the IF
the LO center frequency is swept by the
a) (above) Increase span for broadband detail
frequency; those that are at the IF
sweep generator, the analyzer opens a
(b (below) Decrease span for improved signal detail.
frequency are passed on. However, the
window for viewing RF-input signals
Figure 5
WHICH ARE CONVERTED TO THE IF

n

1

J
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signals passed on do not appear as
vertical lines on the CRT; instead, they
copy the IF-filter shape, which is
Gaussian or "bullet-nosed." The IF
signal is actually swept in frequency
because the LO is swept. Therefore, the
swept IF traces out the IF-filter shape.
The IF signal exiting the IF filter
has an AM-envelope shape (Figure 7).
The peak detector (Figure 1) in the IF
path rectifies the envelope; only the
IF-signal peaks are passed on. The
result is avideo signal with the shape
of the IF filter. The video signal is then
displayed on the CRT.
The ability of the analyzer to separate signals on the display depends
upon characteristics of the resolution
bandwidth filter. Narrow bandwidths
separate more closely spaced signals.
The ratio of the bandwidth at -3 dB and
-60 dB (typically 11:1) is called the
shape factor and is important in determining signal resolution. The spectrum analyzer automatically sets the
resolution bandwidth unless otherwise
adjusted.
Figure 8 shows two resolutionbandwidth conditions for displaying
two 300 MHz signals separated by 100
kHz. The signals are easily seen in a2
MHz span with the 10 kHz bandwidth

selected by the analyzer. They are still
visible as the bandwidth is increased
to 30 kHz, and just barely identifiable
as the bandwidth is further increased

In most cases, however, signals are
not of equal amplitude. But the filter
shape still affects the signal resolution.
In wider bandwidths, a smaller signal

THE DETECTOR CONVERTS IF INTO VIDEO

DETECTOR

IF SIGNAL ENVELOPE

VIDEO SIGNAL

Figure 7

to 100 kHz. This indicates that signals
of equal amplitude can be resolved if
their separation is equal to or greater
than the resolution bandwidth. For
cable television measurements, this
implies that a filter bandwidth of 6
MHz or less is needed to resolve the
visual carriers of adjacent TV channels
that are spaced by 6MHz.

can be hidden under the filter skirt of
a larger signal. Reducing the bandwidth allows the smaller signal to be
seen as the two overlapping traces
show in Figure 9a. Because one 300
MHz signal has been decreased in
amplitude by 50 dB, it can be seen only
when the bandwidth is reduced to 10
kHz or less (the other trace is for 30
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kHz bandwidth).
For a CATV example, a filter of 1
MHz or less is needed to resolve visual
and aural carriers, even though the
signal separation of 4.5 MHz is wider
than a 3 MHz bandwidth. The aural
carrier is 15 dB lower in level than the
visual carrier, and is partially hidden
by the filter response of the higher
signal if the 3MHz bandwidth filter is
used.
A signal may also be obscured by an
adjacent signal with an unstable center
frequency, noise-generated sidebands
or modulation sidebands. The offending signal broadens the displayed shape
of the resolution bandwidth filter, which
may in turn overlap other signals. In
Figure 9b, as the higher level signal is
FM-modulated, its spectrum is spread
out and the resulting sidebands absorb
the lower level signal.
Similarly, with the wideband-AM
signals used in television, synch pulses
and video modulation broaden the
video-carrier sidebands. However, even
when carriers have AM or FM modulation, adjacent signals may often be seen
and analyzed if the resolution bandwidth is reduced.
•

RES BM
10 kHz

RES BM
100 kHz

a) (above) Bandwidth less than signal separation
(b) (below) Bandwidth equal signal separation

Figure 8

Sweep time
If the narrowest bandwidth filter
gives the best resolution, why isn't it
used all the time? The answer to this
is practicality: the narrowest filter also

RES BM
10 kHz

RES BM
10 kHz

4
*.f.S.etwerwkw.•,
-..04,4J•

a) (above) Filter shape absorbing an adjacent signal
b) (below) Modulation sidebands obscuring an adjacent
signal

Figure 9

requires long sweep times for wide
frequency spans. If swept too fast, the
filter attenuates and distorts signals.
'lb prevent this, the analyzer automatically adjusts sweep time for different
combinations of resolution bandwidth
and span. As the frequency span is
increased, the analyzer increases bandwidth and adjusts sweep time as necessary. If the automatic bandwidth setting is overridden, the analyzer adjusts
the sweep for an undistorted signal. If
a narrow bandwidth is used in a wide
span with a manually chosen sweep
time that results in signal distortion
and inaccurate amplitude measurements, the analyzer gives an `uncalibrated' warning message.
Unlike the resolution bandwidth
filter, the video bandwidth filter following the peak detector in the block
diagram does not resolve RF-input
signals. Rather, it controls the frequency range of the video signal,
smoothing or averaging noise peaks
and other interference that may obscure or distort the displayed signal.
The spectrum analyzer automatically
adjusts video bandwidth relative to the
resolution bandwidth setting, although
this filter can be set independently,
too. Like the resolution bandwidth, the
video can be swept too fast, resulting
in an uncalibrated message.
The video filter makes it easier to
identify interference signals. Spurious
signals of very low amplitude may be
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hidden in the noise displayed on the
CRT. Smoothing the noise helps to
locate these signals that could, for
example, interfere with TV reception.
Figure 10 shows a situation in which
using a 30 Hz video bandwidth lowers
the noise peaks enough to see asignal
that could result from cable-amplifier
distortion.
If more than one signal is within the
IF bandwidth—that is, if the filter
bandwidth is wider than the signal
separation—the video signal may appear to jump around on the CRT.
Because the signals have not been
separated in the IF, they beat together
(add and subtract) in the video section.
The resulting trace is distorted, with a
beat signal superimposed upon it.
When a video-filter bandwidth is
used, the disturbance is reduced and
the average signal level is displayed.
This technique can be used to make
composite triple beat (CTB) measurements. When multiple intermodulation
signals or beats occur within the resolution bandwidth, the video filter will
smooth the amplitude variations so
that the average CTB level can be
measured. •

VIDEO BC
10 kHz

VIDEO OW
30 Hz

a) (above) Wide video filter
b) (below) Narrow video filter

Figure 10

In the next article, we will touch
briefly on the uses of the microwave
spectrum analyzer in CATV measurements, and then focus in detail on
amplitude measurements in the cablesystem environment.
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CROSSTALK ELIMINATION

Crosstalk elimination
with ground control
c

rosstalk between television channels was obvious during the early
days of cable. One channel would
be seen walking slowly across another
right there on the screen! The classic
cure was to tighten the headend chassis
screws until it stopped. Bad cases
required the largest of screwdrivers.
lbday the symptom can be as subtle
as a stereo output losing separation,
and the fact that it is a headend
problem may be completely masked.
Good grounding at the headend is
known to eliminate crosstalk problems,
but there are many ways to ground.
Which ones work for video and radio
frequency headends?
Video process and distribution amplifier systems and RF distribution
systems have the highest resistance to
crosstalk when special attention is paid
to the local signal returns. Effective yet
inexpensive strategies build in this
resistance while a facility of any size
is being constructed, and the concepts
behind these strategies lead to effective
ways of insuring that problems at an
existing facility are not caused by
crosstalk.
Surfaces
Video and RF signals travel on the
surface of conductors. They do not tend
to travel on the surface, they do travel
on the surface. Metal just below the
surface does not carry any current at
all, and there is not any penetration of
current through the metal from one
side to the other; RF current always
must go around. Specifically, current
penetration in acopper strap at 6MHz
is about 1mil or 0.001 inch. This tiny
penetration decreases as frequency increases and is measured in microinches long before channel 2is reached.
The ferromagnetic nature of steel
exacerbates this "skin effect." Current
penetration in steel is much less than
in copper for a given frequency. In
steel, as encountered in an equipment
rack, current will travel in 1/17 the
depth it would in copper. Penetration
at 6 MHz is less than 60 micro-inches
By Ronn Gunn, Lawrence Livermore
National Laboratory

is

deceptive bethings seem
to be working.
What has happened is that the
impedance
is
higher than it
could be, and this
higher impedance
return is a larger
percentage of the
total impedance of
any circuit connected through it.
Circuits with a
poor return are
touchy circuits.
Worse, if two circuits share a poor
return they are coupled together and crosstalk results.
ircuit

Rs
Figure 1

or 0.00006 inch. Since the intrinsic
resistance of steel is eight times that
of copper, at 6MHz the net resistivity
of steel is 135 times that of an identical
piece of copper. A current flowing
across one inch of steel will have the
same voltage drop as it would flowing
across over 11 feet of copper.
As the current-carrying cross section
decreases, impedance increases. As the
impedance of acircuit return rises, the
return becomes amore significant part
of the impedance of that circuit, and
the impedance of any other circuit
sharing that return. This kind of
shared coupling is the classic definition
of a ground loop, where there is no
capacitive coupling, no inductive coupling, just direct drive from one circuit
to the other as shown in Figure 1. If
two circuits share a poor return they
are directly coupled together and some
crosstalk will result.

Earth grounds
The fact that currents circulate is a
vital thought when considering the role
of earth grounds. Before resorting to
heroic measures to install an earth
ground, list the currents that will
X Front of RacX

Circulation
All electrical circuits are just that:
circuits. Current circulates. The biggest difference between a DC circuit
and an RF circuit is that when a DC
circuit is broken, current completely
ceases to flow. In an RF circuit, the
existence of stray coupling and radiation will allow it to continue to function
at some level even if the main return
is broken or of low quality. This
"almost connected" mode of operation

EquIpment
Rack Frame

Headend RF Amplifiers

Figure 2
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How
Rellable
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Repairs?
Scientific
Manta
Panasonic

(V) PIONEER'

JERROLD
ti Qualified repair of
Jerrold, Scientific Atlanta,
Panasonic, Pioneer and
Zenith converters

circulate on it during normal operation. Is anything on the list asource or
target for interference? Are there really any circulating currents on it at
all? An earth ground should serve to
shunt lightning, to limit the maximum
voltage of the primary power system
by limiting neutral (white wire) voltage, to drain away static charge, and
to serve as a counterpoise for lower
frequency radio antennas. There should
not be any video currents on the earth
ground, and there will not be any RF
currents at television frequencies on
the earth ground.
The earth ground is not necessary for
the proper operation of video or RF
systems because earth is not part of the
circuit. Earth is part of the circuit only
as listed above. Video and RF currents
require areturn that consists of an area

e.
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

O

O

▪ Bar coded WIP Tracking
• Line equipment repair
• National repair parts
distribution center for
Panasonic
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Rack Frame

o Copper Strip
Figure 3

of a good conductor like silver, copper,
gold, aluminum (with care), or some
other nonferrous metal. Aluminum is
tricky to use because its oxide is an
excellent insulator. Of all these, copper
is the best overall.
If the primary power system is
correctly installed, avideo or RF distribution system has all of the earth
grounding that it requires or can use.
On the other hand, if an existing video
or RF system is sensitive, unpredictable or is obviously suffering from
crosstalk, then it needs good local
circuit returns. Good circuit returns
installed in a system will design these
problems out for the life of the system.
National Electrical Code grounds
The NEC electrical safety grounds
are designed to
make the system
safe at 60 Hz and
do that job very
well.
These
grounds are out of
the circuit at video
and RF frequencies, however, because they do not
have enough surface area and they
do not tie elements
of the system diPanel
rectly together.
They are the only
grounds required
by law, however,
and so are often
the only grounds
installed. The system is legally
grounded,
but
those green ground
wires often go all
the way back to
the power panel
grounding block on
the other side of
the room!
Circuit return
currents will flow
on the best conducting surface
that is directly between elements of
the system. If this
most direct path
is to the grounding
block on the other
side of the room
and then back, a
considerable extra
impedance
has
been introduced

AR&

M1_,.
1 1

and significant ground loops will be
created. This creates crosstalk. The key
notions here are "surface" and "directly." The safety ground is the legal
requirement but it lacks adequate
surface for this purpose and is not
direct.
So a system may be adequately
grounded for safety, and end up ungrounded for any other purpose. This
is a correctable condition, once it is
realized. The legal ground must be
there for safety, and because it is not
enough, more grounding for the purpose of creating real signal returns
must be added. NEC grounds are
minimums and code section 250-91
recognizes that there may indeed be a
need for supplemenatry grounding.

Flat Copper; Solder or Gas Weld
Cross Piece

Rack
Frame 1

O

o

o
o

O

Rack

O

Frame 2

o

O

o

Racks
If the sheet metal is stripped off, the
usual equipment rack can be seen as a
skeleton beefed up to mechanically
hold equipment. It has anarrow, poorly
conducting surface, and has painted
and bolted joints. A simple ohmmeter
test may show that parts of it are not
electrically connected to other parts at
all. Consider it ahanger only and treat
it as a video or RF non-conductor.

Common Between Two Racks, Minimum Method
Figure 4
Assume that there is no electrical
connection between rack frame and
rack sheet metal.
Remember that the ferromagnetic
properties of steel significantly increase the resistance from point to
point at video and radio frequencies.
After looking at all of the above it

e we
•Ç

Extended Value

may come to mind that connections
that have always been assumed to be
there simply aren't. This perception is
probably accurate. The solution to all
of this is to intentionally install a
central reference for the return currents of each system. This takes the
form of flat copper that need be no more

TRIPLE CROWN
ELECTRONICS

Broad application Mini Trunk Line Extender Triple Crown
Model: LA4229. Over two decades of innovative electronics
experience is built into each and every Triple Crown amplifier.
This assures you of dependable performance and excellent
value.
•Selectable Bandwidth up to 450 MHz.
•Dual integrated circuit design.
•Automatic Level Control (LA4229ALC).
•29dB Gain.
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•Single "snap-in" module.
•18-60 Volt switching mode high efficiency power
supply.
•All input and interstage Controls built in.
•External test points.
•Corrosion resistant housing with stainless steel
hardware.
4560 Fieldgate Drive
Mississauga, Ont. L4W 3W6

(416) 629-1111
800-387-3205 (U.S. Only)
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Single Wide Copper Strap

impedance. This is done by intentionally installing them.
An example

o
Rack
Frame 1

Rack
Frame 2

o
o

Two-Rack Common, Recommended Method
Figure 5
than 1/16-inch thick and which will
still be effective even if only 10 mils
(0.01-inch) or so in thickness. Larger
pieces can be obtained from a metals
merchant by asking for soft copper in
rolls, alloy 110. Smaller amounts of
thinner material can be conveniently

purchased at hobby shops.
Copper for circuit returns should be
as wide as practical at the facility
central points, though even direct wires
can help in some circumstances. The
idea is to make sure the circuit returns
are there, and that they are low in

Just Ask...Service

Figure 2 shows a cross section of
headend RF amplifiers in arack frame.
What does each amplifier see as a
common (ground) potential? As we
have discussed:
1. The RF ground depends on surface
connections only.
2. Racks are to be discounted for
carrying return currents.
3. Currents going out on the coax
center will return on any surfaces
available, in this case the coax shield
and, where that fails, the rack.
4. Connections to earth ground are
helpful for other purposes but are
irrelevant for this one.
The conclusion is that each amplifier
in the chain sees a reference ground
that is the voltage developed in the
coax shield by previous amplifiers. This
voltage is a consequence of the small
but certain drop across the small shield
of the coax and the variable and
uncertain drop across the various crimps,
threaded fittings and other electrical
contacts that change with time in the
cable to connector to chassis interfaces.
The voltage amplitude will be the
product of the current and resistance.
The current is essentially fixed, but if
the resistance is lowered, the voltage
will be reduced by the same amount.
The practical answer therefore is to
install a strip of 0.020 copper right
down the front of the rack at surface
X. The act of bolting an amplifier
chassis into the rack will automatically
clamp it down on the copper when the
mounting screws are tightened. Holes
to clear the equipment mounting screws
need to be marked and punched in the
copper as shown in Figure 3 to create
a conducting "sandwich." When installed up the length of the rack, this
will insure that there is an RF common
signal return from amplifier to amplifier for the entire rack.
Larger installations

November Special

P

OLSON TECH. OTM 3000 modulator $574.°°
•Agile to 450 MHz
•Dual IF Loops
ii‘• FCC Compliant
•80 dB Out Of Band Noise
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NCS INDUSTRIES INC.
2255-E Wyandotte Road
Willow Grove, PA 19090

800-523-2342
PA 800-492-2032
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Adjoining racks of equipment pose
another problem. Two amplifiers can
physically be side by side, but a trace
of the common chassis-to-chassis metal
contact path may reveal the surprise:
they are electrically many feet apart!
In tracing this contact path, remember
to assume nothing; to consider bolted
and painted joints to be open; and to
follow only surfaces. Regard surface-tosurface connections to be valid only
when they can be seen.

CROSSTALK ELIMINATION
2" Minimum Width, .010 Copper

should be at the top or bottom or middle
(best). A second cross piece would
create a loop that is resonant at some
frequency; probably one put out by one
of the amps. When assembling copper
pieces to carry these surface currents,
good connections are essential,

dependent on tiny coax shields to
electrically tie the amplifier equipment
together.
Retrofits

For existing amplifiers in a rack, a
single #6 wire run under the mounting

Place Tab Under Equipment
Hold-Down Screw and
Tighten Securely

A 7-inch wide copper strip is installed front rack to rack
Some rack designs will allow this job
to be done fully and correctly with one
Figure 6 wide copper strap, as shown in Figure
5. The photos show such an installation
The way to bring these widely sepawhere a 7-inch wide copper strip at
rated amplifiers together is to install
0.02-inch thickness is installed from
a wide copper rack-to-rack connection
rack to rack, beneath the aluminum
from surface X to surface X as shown
cover piece. Crosstalk dropped drain Figure 4. This single copper cross
matically and permanently when these
piece will beat any pre-existing current racks were refit this way. The local
return path by a wavelength and
system common connection is no longer
Retrofit Common

screws of each unit will decrease interaction by aminimum of 10 dB, guaranteed. A #6 copper wire has less impedance at 6 MHz than a 12-inch steel
I-beam! The retrofit common shown in
Figure 6will permanently solve many
problems, and even if there is no
obvious problem at present, will allow
the grounding factor to be eliminated
when searching for the answers to
future problems. •

Pico Macom Set The Standard...
Before The Standard Was Set!

Meet the November 1st FCC requirements with Pico Macom's
patented AB-2—the #1 selling switch in the CATV industry!
Pico Macom was first in setting the highest standards for A/B switches through an exclusive patented
design and heavy duty construction. With sales of over amillion switches each year, the AB-2 continues
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Every switch we manufacture exceeds the FCC technical requiruments (GEN. Docket 87-309) with
high isolation and an internal diecast housing for superior RF shielding.
Offer your subscribers the most reliable A/B switch on the market. You'll be confident Pico Macom
exceeds the new standards — because we always did!
The AB-2 and the AB-2LK (parental control locking version) are available through leading CAN
distributors. For the distributor nearest you call toll free 1-800-421-6511.
U.S. PATENT NO. 3940584
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Drop shielding in tegrity
F

CC mandated
CLI require
ments
have
made shielding integrity for drop
and hard line cables a concept of
truer significance
in the design and
maintenance ofcontemporary cable systems. Today's system operator must
consider the drop as a hermetically
sealed RF subsystem of the cable plant.
The highest probability of signal
leakage occurs in the drop system.
Higher signal levels at the tap and an
average of six to eight connectors make
the drop a likely source of egressive
energy. The cable-connector interface
is generally the most probable cause of
breakdown of drop shielding integrity.
In the newly installed drop, poor preparation of the cable and crimping of the
connector can result in high contact
impedances between the shield and
connector. These poorly bonded junctions are point sources of signal leakage at higher frequencies. For the older
drop, advanced corrosion can result in
reduction in the tape and braid coverage which produce holes or voids in the
shield coverage that allow magnetic
coupling of energy to the outside.
COMPLIANCE

Corrosion
Many system operators have undetected corrosion problems. The obvious
cases are the blackened center conductor and breakdown of the braid, which
can vary in degree from a thin oxide
layer between the connector and shield
to areduction of the braid to apowder
residue. It is common industry practice
to replace the connectors on a trouble
call when the tech finds a low or no
signal level condition.
If replacing the connectors solves the
signal level problem, then a corrosion
problems exists at the drop. The corrosion in this case produces an aluminum
oxide layer, a dielectric which reduces
electrical bonding at the connector/
cable interface. The resultant junction
becomes ahigh impedance contact and
signal loss occurs. If such conditions
By William J. Smith, National Account
Sales, Times Fiber Communications

Magnetic coupling, being afunction of
the continuity of the shield, becomes
significant in those cases where corrosion is advanced.
The third component of signal leakage is a capacitive coupling between
adjacent systems. This is a common
problem on telephone networks and is
often referred to as crosstalk. It is of
little significance for CATV.
The transfer impedance of a given
cable is auseful parameter. The transfer impedance is defined as the ratio of
the current flowing on the outside of
the shield to the voltage induced on the
inside of the shield. Since we are
defining the relationship between a
current and voltage, we can apply
Signal leakage components
Ohms law to this ratio and express
transfer impedance as an impedance.
lb fully understand the phenomena
Because it is specified or measured over
of eggressive energy from a cable
agiven length of cable, it is measured
system, one must understand the comin milliohms per meter.
ponents of leakage in acoaxial system.
Practically, the transfer impedance
While adetailed technical examination
is beyond the scope of this article, a is acable parameter which predicts the
simplified analysis reveals three major amount of signal flowing into (ingress)
or out of (egress) a given cable. As a
components of signal leakage as it is
general measure, the lower the transapplicable to the CATV operator.
fer impedance the better the shielding.
The first is current diffusion. This is
The transfer impedance of a cable is
the skin effect often referred to in basic
frequency dependent. Often, cables
electricity courses. The RF current in
which exhibit excellent response at one
a coaxial cable shield flows on the
frequency may have out of specification
inside surface of the shield. The depth
performance at others.
to which the current flows or diffuses
One effective design tool that can be
through the crystalline structure of the
obtained from the transfer impedance
shield is inversely proportional to the
parameter is a relative comparison of
frequency of the RF current. Thus the
the improvement in shielding effectivelower the frequency, the deeper the
ness of one cable type over another.
diffusion currents flow. For a coaxial
Using a20 log relationship of the ratio
cable, the amount of metal present in
of the transfer impedances of two
the shield is the determinant as to the
cables will yield the relative improveeffectiveness of containing the RF curment.
rent and thus providing shielding. For
Transfer impedance can also be used
the typical CATV frequencies, diffuto predict the relative level for ingression current is not a significant consive signals for strong, local off-air
tributor to signal leakage. It can,
however, be of significance for those
signals.
One cannot predict the actual shield'operators of two-way plants with subing levels for a given cable from the
split frequency applications.
Magnetic coupling is the dominant transfer impedance parameter.
leakage component in braided cables.
Corrosion protection
In simplistic terms this is defined as
The most obvious means of combatmagnetic fields produced through holes
ing the effects of corrosion on CATV
or voids in the shield. At microwave
frequencies, this phenomena is utilized
drop systems is to eliminate or minimize moisture ingress into the drop.
quite effectively to produce antennas
This technique requires the specificaknown as "leaky pipe radiators." While
tion of a hermetically sealed RF subdesirable in that application, a leaky
pipe radiator is not what the system
system.
operator wants for a drop system.
Many practices exist today in develoccur on a regular basis, the system
operator should initiate a corrective
action program to solve the corrosion
problem.
Corrosion occurs on all systems and
is to a large extent a function of the
amount of water ingress into asystem.
Corrosion is a chemical reaction between the shield material (in most
cases aluminum) and oxygen in the
air. The presence of water acts as a
catalyst to speed the process. Industrial
processes near a cable system, salt
spray from coastal areas, agricultural
chemicals, and even salt from roads can
accelerate the corrosion process.
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COMPLIANCE

oping the hermetically sealed RF subsystem. One such
common methodology is the application of sealed
connectors. These
connectors, when
properly applied,
provide
seals
against the ingress
of water into the

connector/drop interface from either
the front or rear of the connector.
Depending upon connector design, two
or three such seals are developed.
The CATV operator must insure that
all of the connector manufacturer's
installation instructions are followed
judiciously in order to obtain maximum
connector sealing effectiveness.
If the sealed connector chosen utilizes 0-ring seals, then the material
used in the manufacture of the 0-ring
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must be such that it remains chemically and mechanically stable when
exposed to along term environment of
ozone, ultraviolet radiation and temperature extremes.
A recent introduction to the CATV
connector marketplace is a connector
which incorporates a sealing mechanism which provides atriple barrier to
moisture. This connector employs a
compression seal formed by a circular
crimp in lieu of the conventional hex
crimp as the first seal. In this design,
an internal 0-ring seal as well as a
front 0-ring protect the connector/cable
interface from moisture ingress.
Laboratory testing of the sealed
connector has verified the effectiveness
of the correctly applied sealed connector for the minimization of moisture
ingress. However, there is acost impact
for the sealed connector with connector
material costs which can triple that of
an installation with conventional Fconnectors.
A practice common to the telecommunications industry and beginning
to find acceptance in the CATV industry is the application of silicone grease
compounds to the connector to protect
the body and internal parts from corrosion. In such an application, the choice
of the silicone compound should be such
that it remains stable over the intended operating temperature range of
the system.
Another effective procedure is the
application of flooded cables to protect
against moisture ingress. Conventional
flooded cables which employ polyisobutelene based flooding compounds
for underground installs and those
intended for aerial applications which
are treated with asphaltic based compounds are effective in preventing
moisture ingress in those cases where
the jacket integrity has been or can be
compromised.
Both compounds are designed to
remain viscous over normal temperature ranges, remain stable in chemical
properties, and be non-reactive with
cable construction materials.
If a void develops in the jacket of a
flooded drop cable, the flooding compound will flow or evolve into the void
and form an occlusive seal or barrier
which protects against the ingress of
moisture.
Connector test program

1-800-888-0738
Reader Service Number 49
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To study the effects of corrosion on
drop cable subsystems, a recent lab
study was commissioned which tested
atotal of 336 cable/connector interface

CLI COMPLIANCE
pairs. lbsted were sealed and unsealed
connectors with cables treated with
corrosion protectant as well as standard drop cables.
Each cable/connector pair was subjected to athree-hour soak in asodium
hydroxide solution. The sodium hydroxide solution was chosen to force
an accelerated corrosion condition in
the lab. For the case of unsealed
connectors and standard coaxial cable,
20 out of 36 exhibited a black center
conductor. For the case of protectant
cables and unsealed connectors, four
out of 36 exhibited a black center
conductor. For sealed connectors and
standard cable, three out of 48 resulted
in a black center conductor. For the
sealed connector and protectant cable,
zero out of 48 exhibited ablack center
conductor.
Electrical transfer impedance tests
were made to measure the change in
transfer impedance from an initial
measurement prior to and after a
three-hour soak in the sodium hydroxide solution.
An equation which expressed the
relative loss in shielding as a 20 log
function of the ratio of the transfer
impedance after the NaOH exposure
and before was used to calculate the
resultant signal leakage.
Unsealed connectors and unprotected
cable test samples averaged a 27 dB
increase in signal leakage. Sealed connectors with unprotected cables yielded
an average 13 dB increase in signal
leakage. Unsealed connectors and
treated cables exhibited a 5.4 dB increase in signal leakage. Sealed connectors and treated cable resulted in a
3.1 dB average increase in signal
leakage. The test results indicate that
for the optimum performance in long
term drop shielding integrity, a drop
configured of protectant cable and
sealed connectors should be specified.
Such a configuration is the most
expensive in terms of material and
labor costs. It is interesting to note that
the more cost effective combination of
conventional F-connectors and treated
cables resulted in signal leakages only
2.3 dB above that of the sealed/treated
specification. If one considers that
either design provided a minimum
average improvement of 22 dB over the
performance of untreated cables and
conventional connectors, the justification for the specification of either drop
system is self-evident.
It is interesting to note that the
application of sealed connectors to
non-corrosion protected cables resulted
in an average 14 dB improvement in

shielding integrity as compared to the
average 22 dB improvement for the
unsealed connector/treated and sealed
connector/treated combinations. It therefore could be concluded that corrosion
protectant is a significant factor in
improving drop system resistance to
the effects of advanced corrosion.
In this discussion, several techniques
for improving the corrosion resistance
of drop cables have been discussed.
With the nationwide average cost of a

service call to replace adrop being $40,
significant savings in operational expense could be obtained by initiating a
corrosion protection program. Statistical evidence suggests that 25 percent
of all drops replaced are due to corrosion. With the known increased signal
leakage attributed to corrosion at the
connector/cable interface, a positive
attack on drop cable corrosion is essential to meeting the CLI criteria for
signal leakage. •

Tamaqua Cable Products Corporation is supplying
continuous pre-ducted fiber in lengths up to 20,100
feet of 1" duct and 13,500 feet of 11
/
4"duct on reels 104"
high x 88" wide. Other sizes and lengths up to 30,500
feet are available on larger reels.
TAMAQUA CABLE PRODUCTS CORP.
P.O. Box 347 -Schuylkill Haven, PA 17972
CALL (717) 385-4381 -FAX (717) 385-1092 -TELEX 834-573
Reader Service Number 50
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BACK TO BASICS

Getting it together:
Fiber splicing options
same, the means to
pdate the old
that end differ consaying about
siderably. Let's look
the links in
at the fusion splicachain, and you've
ing procedure first.
got a truism about
optical-fiber transArc fusion splicing
mission for cable
TV. For all the perFusion-spliced
formance benefits it
joints potentially
offers—increased
are the most stable
channel capacity,
and permanent.
longer distances beThey also yield less
tween amplifiers, reoptical loss and the
duced maintenance
lowest reflected
budget, simplified future expansion—a
light. However, fusion splicing is a
fiber-optic system is
sophisticated operaonly as good as its
tion requiring more
splices.
expensive equipBy choosing the
ment compared to
best splicing technique for your
mechanical splicing. Therefore, it's
needs, and following proper procethe best choice for
Photo courtesy of Corning Incorporated
high-volume splicdures, you can real- Fiber undergoing fusion splicing
ing, and where perize the full benefits
manent joints are required.
of optical-fiber transmission.
system access can be expected—due to
maintenance, testing, repairs or reconThe first step in the fusion splicing
Why splice?
process is preparing the ends of each
figurations of the system. Connectors
are not used at permanent splice points
fiber. After exposing the fiber ends
from the cable structure, the operator
First, let's define the term "splice."
because they are larger, more expenstrips away a small amount of the
A splice is a procedure, device or
sive, more time-consuming to install,
fiber's protective coating, from a few
assembly that permanently joins and
and they yield higher optical losses.
millimeters to afew centimeters.
holds two optical fibers together.
lb make asuccessful joint, the glass
Two splicing methods
In a fiber-based cable television
end face of the fiber must be made flat,
system, splices are necessary for a
smooth and perpendicular to the fiber
number of reasons:
There are two splicing methods used
axis. This is done by a process called
• to connect active system devices,
today. The first, called fusion splicing,
cleaving. A small scratch or surface
such as the transmitting light source
uses an electric arc to fuse, or weld, the
flaw is scribed at one point on the
and the optical receiver, and passive
ends of the two fibers together.
cladding glass of the fiber. Then, a
devices, such as splitters and couplers
The second method is mechanical
well-controlled stress, or tension, is
splicing. Mechanical splicing uses epto the fiber cable
applied to cleave the fiber.
oxies or other mechanical means to join
• to link fiber cable segments toThe quality of the cleave has agreat
gether
and hold the fibers together. Although
impact on the amount of optical loss
most mechanical splices are designed
• wherever it's impractical to install
resulting from the splice. Most fusion
to provide apermanent joint, they also
a continuous fiber cable from one
splicing machines contain magnifying
can prove useful for quick, temporary
junction to another
devices (such as a microscope) that
• whenever afiber cable is acciden- jointing between fibers, as in emerallow the operator to visually examine
gency circuit restoration.
tally cut.
the fiber from aside view, allowing him
The reasons for choosing one splicing
Splices should not be confused with
to spot any chips or poor cleaves.
method over the other become clear as
connectors. Optical-fiber connectors are
The end of the cleaved fiber must
each technique is analyzed in greater
used to join and disconnect fibers
have a flat, smooth surface without
repeatedly in locations where periodic
detail. In general, the choice comes
burrs at an end-angle less than 1
down to two factors: the required
degree off perpendicular to the fiber
performance of the joints, and the
By Scott A. Esty, Market Development
axis.
number of splices to be made.
Supervisor, Telecommunications
If the cleave is judged to be satisfacWhile the goal of both methods is the
Products Division, Corning Incorporated

u
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Call TVC/Horizon
For Quality Remotes
At aGreat Price
J-400H
$4.45 each
J-450H
$4.45 each
JSRCIIH
$4.65 each

TVC/Horizon offers first quality remotes at avery competitive price.
These affordable remotes are compatible with most of the popular "Jerrold"
converters. They feature multiple favorite channel access.
Minimum order -100. Backed by TVC/Horizon's excellent customer service.
Do not miss this outstanding opportunity.
Reader Service Number 51

a
lW INCORPORATED
West: HORIZON CABLE SUPPLY -San Clemente (714) 361-2011
East: TVC SUPPLY - Hershey (717) 533-4982 • 800-233-2147
Corporate Offices, 1746 E. Chocolate Ave., Hershey, PA 17033 (717) 533-4982

tory, the prepared fibers are clamped
into the splicing machine and moved
into position near the electrode that
eventually will fuse them together.
Next, a low-power electric arc is
triggered briefly to pre-fuse the fibers.
This arc blasts any residual contaminants off the fiber surface, and also
slightly rounds off the outer edges of
the glass. In many of the latest fusion
splicing machines, this pre-fusion step
is incorporated automatically into the
subsequent fusion cycle.
Then, the optical cores of the fibers
are aligned by moving one fiber to line
up with the other. One of three methods
is used to monitor this alignment and
measure the optical power loss of the
subsequent splice:
1. Profile alignment: video cameras provide the operator with views
of the core image from both the X and
Y planes.
2. Light injection and detection:
the coated fibers are bent slightly in
optical modules that are part of the
work station on each side of the splice
location. Light from a photodiode is
injected into the fiber on one side, and
detected and measured on the other
side.
3. Measurement of backscattered

An engineer feeds optical fiber into afusion splicer
light: An optical time domain reflectometer (OTDR) is used to measure
backscattered optical power along a
fiber length. With an OTDR at the far
end of one of the fibers being spliced, a
signal is transmitted from the optical

it
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for proven quality
and economy.
Tower-the world's largest supplier.
22 different sized cable clips.
• Pre-assembled with plated, hardened,
masonry nails for hardwood, masonry
and cement block.
• Fits most cables from .10" to .63".
Available in black, white and grey.
For indoor and outdoor use.

• Tower, Made in England — Major
suppliers to the US CATV industry and
the British Telephone Co. for many years.

Write today for free samples and literature.

• Sure-fit for quick simple installation.
• Tower cable clips distinctive design
avoids damage to cable jacket.

Communlcollons Products

201 Scott Street
Elk Grove Village, IL 60007
Telephone: (800) 336-LI NX
FAX: (312) 952-1633

• Stocked by leading distributors such
as Anixter, Midwest, Graybar, Rasco,
The Drop Shop, Signal Vision, TVC
Supply, etc.
EXCLUSIVE UNITED STATES IMPORTER
Reader Service Number 52

Photo courtesy of Corning Incorporated

source; the splicing technician moves
the fibers until the remote OTDR
operator achieves amaximum backscattered power level beyond the splice.
Once the fiber ends have been positioned and aligned, a fusion arc from

Lemco
the tools
of the

trade

Call for your free
catalogue.

(800) 233-8713
Reader Service Number 57

the electrodes softens the glass. The
fibers are pushed together mechanically along the longitudinal axis and
fused.
When fusion is complete, some
amount of fiber at the joint remains
exposed, and must be protected to
prevent damage from mechanical or
environmental contact. The most cornmon type of protection is a heatshrinkable sleeve. The sleeve slides
over the exposed area, and is heatshrunk to contact with the existing
fiber coating at both sides of the
exposed glass.
State-of-the-art equipment has simplified fusion splicing to arapid, craftfriendly procedure. A well-trained operator can make a successful splice in
about two minutes. However, equipment costs for fusion splicing are high,
especially when you're considering lowvolume or temporary joints.
If expense is a concern, splicing
equipment can be rented or leased to
minimize capital costs. Another option
is for companies to band together to
purchase and use the equipment jointly.
Mechanical splicing
Mechanical splicing is less expensive

than the arc fusion method when few
splices are required, and is considered
somewhat easier for installers to work
with. However, mechanical splices usually result in slightly greater optical
loss and/or more reflected light power.
And, actual component cost is high
when compared to fusion splicing,
While the exact procedures for mechanical splicing vary, depending on
the splice used, there are two basic
methods from which to choose.
The first approach, which we'll call
Method A, is to remove the cable buffer
tubes and fiber coating and then cut or
cleave the fiber end, as in the fusion
splicing procedure described earlier,
The fiber then is placed in acustomized
work station. Next, an epoxy mixture
is added and cured, or the fiber is glued
or crimped into place, depending on the
device used.
In Method B, the buffer and coating
is removed and the fiber is glued into
asleeve or ferrule. Next, the glass fiber
end face is polished in a jig against
several different grades of fine-grit
paper until the fiber surface is polished
smooth. This method eliminates some
of the uncertainty that goes with
cleaving, but requires considerably more
time per splice,

agile...

Processor 361H L

The NEW Generation
•

•

Whether fusion or mechanical splicing techniques are used, incorrect alignment and cleaving of the two fibers
will result in higher optical power loss.
Power loss caused by the splice
procedure is called extrinsic loss. Extrinsic loss can be broken down into
four basic categories:
• Lateral misalignment: fibers that
have not been correctly aligned along
the optical axis
• Angular misalignment: angular
offset of the jointed fibers
• Contamination: any contamination in a completed fiber joint may
increase splice loss by causing light
absorption, reflection or refraction
• Core deformation: any distortions of the optical core of ajoint, such
as the bulging caused by excessive or
uneven electrode heating from fusion
splicing.
Fibers from many different manufacturers can be spliced together using
either method. Splice losses usually are
not impacted significantly by the ongin of fibers from most major manufacturers. What's important is controlling
the external factors mentioned above.
Proper alignment and splicing of the
two fibers will avoid these power loss
problems in either splicing method. •
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AODULATOR 360,,
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The NEW Generation features user-friendly advanced microprocessor control, phase-locked synthesized crystal-referenced oscillators, automatic FCC
Offsets, stereo, l-F loops, BAR graph and LED readout—all in low-profile,
low-heat, high-performance 60 dBmV output design. Simply "STATE OF
THE ART".
Reader Service Number 54
Two-Year Warranty

Please request your free Cadco catalog

II
ME

2405 S. Shiloh Rd.
Toll Free (800) 877-2288

Garland, Texas 75041

(214) 271-3651

FAX (214) 271-3654
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WHAT'S AHEAD
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ELECTRONICS INC

November 11 Cactus
Chapter will host atechnical seminar on "Management Skills." For details
call Harold Mackey Jr.,
(602) 866-0072, ext. 282.
November 14 Central Illinois Chapter will conduct
atechnical seminar. For
info call Ibny Lasher, (217)
784-5518.
November 14 Mount
Rainier Chapter will host a
technical seminar on
"Safety." Call Sally Kinsman, (206) 821-7233 for
details.
November 14-15 Florida Chapter will administer
BCT/E exams for the Central Florida Group, Nov.
14 in Categories I, V, VI
and VII. The Gulf Coast
Group will host atechnical
seminar on Nov. 15. For
info on either event call
Denise limner, (813) 6267115.
November 15 North
County Chapter will hold a
technical seminar on BCT/
E Category VI, "Terminal
Devices," with Jim Farmer
of Scientific-Atlanta at the
Sheraton Midway Hotel in
St. Paul, Minn. For details
call Douglas Ceballos, (612)
522-5200, ext. 705.
November 15 The Razorback Chapter will conC-COR Electronics
"state of the art" seminars
are three-day events designed to instruct relatively
new technicians in basic
theory, installation and
maintenance of cable TV
systems. Attendance is limited to amaximum of three
persons from one system.
The fee is $195. Call Teresa
Harshbarger, (800) 2332267, ext. 326 for info on
the following seminars.
November 14-16
Phoenix, Ariz.
January 16-18, 1990
San Diego, Calif.
February 13-15, 1990
Charlottesville, Va.
March 20-22, 1990
Atlanta, Ga.
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duct atechnical seminar at
the Days Inn in Little Rock,
Ark. Call Jim Dickerson,
(501) 777-4684 for info.
November 15-16 Big Sky
Meeting Group will conduct
atechnical seminar on "Amplifier and Headend Equipment" with Bob Bird of
Scientific-Atlanta in Greatfalls, Mont. Call Marla DeShaw, (406) 632-4300, for
details.
November 15 Dairyland
Meeting Group will hold a
technical seminar Call
Bruce Wasleske, (715) 8423910 for details.
November 15 New York
City Meeting Group will
host atechnical seminar.
For info call Andrew Skop,
(201) 328-0980.
November 16 The Upstate New York Chapter will
hold atechnical seminar
on "rfransporation" featuring presentations on "Coaxial Systems" with Roy
Schultz of Magnavox, "Microwave Systems" with
Dane Walker of Hughes
Microwave and "Fiber Optic Systems" with John
Holobinko of American
Lightwave Systems. The
seminar will be held at the
Burgundy Basin Inn in Rochester, N.Y. For more info
call Ed Pickett, (716) 325-

Scientific
Atlanta

Scientific-Atlanta offers
technical training for subscriber products for customers, as well as advanced
training for the cable industry. Call Patti Kitchens
at (800) 722-2009 to register or for additional info.
The following training seminars will be held in Atlanta, Ga.
November 8-10 8570/
8590 System manager
training.
November 13-15 Advanced systems hardware
and advanced computer control system training.

1111.
November 19-20 Old Dominion Chapter will conduct atechnical seminar.
For details call Margaret
Harvey, (703) 248-3400.
November 28 Satellite
Tele -Seminar Program will
air "AM Fiber Optic 'fransmission (Part I)" featuring
J.R. Anderson of Anixter
Cable TV and Clive Holborow of AT&T Bell Labs.
Recorded at Cable-lbc '89
in Orlando, Fla., the program will air from noon to
1p.m. Eastern time on
Galaxy II, transponder 2.
November 29 The Piedmont Chapter will host a
technical seminar on
"Safety and OSHA Requirements for CATV," plus vendor showroom and demonstrations. Call Rick Hollowell, (919) 968-4631 for details.
November 29InlandEmpire Chapter will conduct a
technical seminar. For more
info call Randy Melius, (509)
484-4931.
December 6North
County Chapter will hold a
technical seminar at the
Holiday Inn in Columbia,
Md. BCT/E exams are tentatively scheduled. For additional info call Doug Worley, (301) 499-2930.

MAGNAVOX
rffarariar
CATV SYSTEMS CO.

A DIVISION OF NORTH AME PICAN PHILIPS CORPOPMION
100 FAIRGROUNDS DR. MANLIUS. NY 13104

The Magnavox CATV Systems mobile training center is afully-equipped laboratory on wheels for cable
training. The three-day seminars combine instruction
in theory and practical
hands-on training, using
gear and test equipment
common throughout the industry. The fee is $300.
Call Amy Costello Haube,
(800) 522-7464) to register,
or for additional info on any
of the following seminars.
November 14-16
Boston, Mass.
November 20-22
Syracuse, N.Y.

Introducing Syndex peace of mind.
ifs all in the cards.
'
e

The Trilithic 7RS is amodular
headend reconfiguration system. With
it you gain total control and
unmatched programming flexibilitye
11,
Syndex or no Syndex.

Modular. Flexible. Expandable. Trilithic
offers you abroad range of modular,
interchangeable switch cards. You have the flexibility to tailor
the 7RS functions to suit your needs and expand it whenever
necessary. Much like ahe-adend, the variety of configurations
is almost endless.
Technology Working For You. The technology used in the
7RS puts total control at your fingertips. It can be operated
manually or through any IBM compatible computer under
control of scheduling software or by keyboard command
for general reconfiguration.

Hardware options and
Software functions
Our vast array of cards execute the
following switching and other functions:
• Stereo Audio
• Baseband
• RF

• Contact Closures
• Satellite Receiver
Frequency Tuning
• And much more

Our switching products interface with
"CASEY" software which offers features
such as.
• Scheduling
• Contract
information
• Trilithic switch
interface

• Management
reports
• Program data
base interface
• Plus alot more

*Trilithic is an authorized stocking
distributor for "CASEY" software.
Reader Service Number 55
For more information, about the Svndex solution, call or write:
Trilithic • 3169 N. Shadeland Avenue • Indianapolis, Indiana 46226 • 317-545-4196
800-344-2412 Outside Indiana • FAX: (317) 547-2496 • TELEX 244-334 (RCA)
IBM is atrademark of the International Business Machines Corp.

"CASEY" is atrade name of
Telecommunication Products Corp.

TRILITHIC

CABLE POLL

1111111111.1.111

greater spectrum needs would cause
Three out of four system manaproblem.
agers—basing their conclusions on
Based on responses to the Cable
feedback from subscribers and opinPoll", $50,000 seems to be the
ion leaders in their communities—
CATV, CableVision
point at which operators become
believe there is very little or no
price-resistant to HDTV. If that
demand for true high-definition
Would your interest in HDTV
were the per-channel cost of protelevision in their markets. That
diminish if it required more than 6MHz?
viding HDTV, 35 percent of all
perception of a negligible conrespondents, and 50 percent of
sumer demand for HDTV rises to
larger systems, would readily agree
astartling 91 percent among managers of systems with more than
to provide HDTV.
The Cable Poll" is conducted for
50,000 subscribers, significant beYes
Midwest CATV, CED and Cacause it likely would be in those
bleVision magazines by Ryan/
larger markets where HDTV reSamples Research. Telephone inceivers first would be marketed.
terviews for this edition of the poll
In fact, the number who told
were
conducted Aug. 14-19 with a
Cable Poll" interviewers they beNo
lieve that "a lot" of demand exists
for HDTV is so low as to be
Legend
statistically invisible. This overOverall
whelming consensus throws cold
Less than 10K subs
water on technology buffs who
% 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90
10K-50K subs
predict that consumers would reMore than 50K subs
place their NTSC sets with HDTV
receivers as rapidly as they bought
*Numbers are so small they are
color sets in the 1960s. Conversely,
not statistically reliable
knowledgeable observers commented Irequested by a Senate committee considering grants to
Would you readily agree to provide MI
From what you know, how much MI
companies involved
HDTV if equipment cost amounted to...
market demand is there for HDTV?
with HDTV research, which said
that forecasts ofwidespread consumer acA Lot
ceptance of HDTV
Under
have been overly op$50,000
timistic.
The Cable Poll"'
Some
reveals that operaMal
Between ,11111113111
tors principally are
worried about the
$50,000
Very
greater bandwidth
And
that HDTV likely
$100,000
Little
would require, and
with equipment retOver
rofit and upgrade
None
$100,000
costs that probably
fflimmomo
would be needed to
accommodate
% 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90
% 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90
HDTV.
More than half of
all operators surveyed said their inrandom sample of 387 system managethat the data may bolster the case of terest in HDTV would be greatly
ment personnel obtained from Cablediminished if the signal would require
proponents of advanced TV systems,
File Research. Cable Poll" researchers
more than astandard 6MHz channel.
because the incremental cost of ATV
are 95 percent confident that the
But operators of larger systems, apparsets would be lower and would cause
results are an accurate reflection of the
ently because they are not as conless consumer confusion.
total industry within plus or minus 5
The data mirror the conclusions of a strained by channel capacities, were
percentage points. •
evenly divided as to whether HDTV's
Congressional Budget Office report,
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MAKE
THE CLEAR
CONNECTION

USWEST Communications Fiber Optics Technology
for the Cable TV Industry
USWEST Communications is ready to become
aplayer on your team! With our winning combination, you'll keep ahead of the game.
Our experience in fiber optic technology has
prepared us to meet the needs of the cable
television industry today. Our 14-state region
covers one third of the nation, from Canada
to Mexico, and includes Arizona, Colorado,
Idaho, Iowa, Minnesota, Montana, New Mexico,
North Dakota, South Dakota, Nebraska, Oregon,
Utah, Washington and Wyoming.
USWEST's Cable TV Industry Marketing Group
welcomes the opportunity to work with your
system engineers for possible video transport
alternatives.

Teaming up with USWEST Communications
offers you:
•Acost-effective solution for your video
transport needs.
•Replacement of AML microwave links with
multi-channel video services.
•Increased channel capacity.
•Superior signal quality
•Astreamlined ad insertion network.
•Field proven ANI/PPV Order Entry Service.
Come talk to us at booth #1262 at the
Western Cable Show in Anaheim, California!
Representatives will also be available to review
our ANI Order Entry product. If you are not
planning to attend the show, please call us at
(303) 896-4691 or (303) 896-2942.

Reader Service Number 56
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Making the most of your time.'

Fiber optic training aid available
The National Cable Training Institute has announced the release of its
new course, CATV Fiber Optics. The
22-lesson course teaches CATV professionals both fiber optic theory and the
application of fiber optics in cable
television systems. Lessons in the course
include: Fundamentals of Fiber; Types
of Fiber; Integrated Optics; Transmitters; Receivers; Connectors and Splicing; How CATV uses Fiber Optics;
Architectures for CATV; Construction
and Maintenance; and CATV Fiber
Case Studies. For more information on
the course call, (303) 761-8554.
Quanta Corp. introduced its All
Channel Message System (ACM) at the
Atlantic City show in October. ACM is
designed to place a video message on

Quanta's ACM-100
any or all channels simultaneously,
either as a stand-alone message, or
over the normal video program. Applications are syndex switching with
advisory messages for viewers; avideo
emergency alert and preparedness system; pay-per-view promotions on affiliate channels; local scores on regional
sports channels; and satellite-delivered
system specific promotions, ads, and
bulletins by channels. For additional
info call, (801) 974-0992.
Also announced at the Atlantic City
show was an entire line of syndex
switching products by Channelmatic.
Over 45 syndex systems, products and
accessories are being offered because
of the wide-ranging equipment needs
and requirements of the operators, says
Tom Walsh, vice president of business
development for Channelmatic. The
products were developed in recognition
of the differences in existing headends
and the switching configurations of
each cable system. Products include
non-synchronous and synchronous audio/
video switching systems; clock controller switching systems; and systems for
local and remote control. Call (619)
445-2691 for more info.
Wavetek RF Products has introduced several new products into the
CATV market. Announced was the
Low-End Frequency Extension (LEX)
option for its Model 2510A, 1100 MHz
and 2520A, 2200 MHz synthesized

SAM, a cable signal analysis meter
with abuilt-in fiber optic power meter.
The FiberSAM measures optical power
at 1330 nm and 1550 nm and is also a
RF signal analysis meter. Features
include auto-ranging attenuation, LCD

signal generators. With the LEX option, the low-end operating frequency
range is extended from 200 kHz to 100
Hz for both the
2510A and 2520A.
Also announced
is the variable
modulation source
(VAR) option for
Wavetek's Model
2510A, 1100 MHz
and 2520A, 2200
MHz synthesized
signal generators.
The VAR option
uses direct digital
synthesis to provide a continously
variable internal
modulation source
from 1 Hz to 100
Lindsay Specialty's LPD 100
kHz with 1Hz resochannel or frequency and measurelution. The VAR option serves modulament readout and microprocessor contion source needs.
trol. The FiberSAM measures optical
Also released from Wavetek is the
power, RF signal level, carrier-to-noise
Model 5000/6000 Sweep Recovery Sysratio, hum, tilt, and video to audio
tem. The headend mounted Model 5000
carrier level ratio.
In other announcements, Wavetek
has reached a selling agreement with
Telecommunications Products Corp.
to provide CLIDE leakage management software. The software may be
purchased separately or packaged with
Wavetek's CLM 1000 Leakage Field
Strength Meter. Data can be transferred from the CLM 1000 to the
Wavetek's Model 5000
CLIDE software. For more info on any
transmitter sweeps the system in any
user defined frequency range from 2 Wavetek products call, (317) 788-9351
MHz to 600 MHz. The Model 6000
or (800) 851-1202.
New
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power delay

module

Lindsay Specialty Products has
introduced the LPD 100 Power Delay
Module for power restoration in CATV
distribution systems. The LPD module
is activated when power is restored

Wavetek's FiberSAM
Sweep receiver displays the system
response at test points throughout the
system, with cursors and alphanumerics for analysis. A storage and
normalizer function is provided standard. Up to seven references may be
stored in non-volatile memory.
Available from Wavetek is Fiber-
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Lindsay Specialty's Midspan
Adjustment Module
after an outage. The module eliminates
high current surges by delaying AC

connection to the trunk amplifiers for
two to four seconds, depending on the
voltage at the insertion point. The LPD
100 module is compatible with the
Lindsay 100 series family of active and
passive hard line products and is
housed in the lid normally used for the
amplifier power supply.
Also announced by Lindsay are two
Midspan Adjustment Modules and a
complete line of accessory compensators and equalizers. The Adjustment
modules allow an operator to upgrade
to high power/high bandwidth amplifiers without respacing. Up to two plugin cards can be used to selectively
attenuate peaks or change the slope of
the cable spectrum. Models are available for both one- and two-way systems: the LMA 101 is for one-way
systems whereas the LMA 102 module
is used for two-way systems. The LMA
101 passes the entire bandwidth from
5 MHz to 550 MHz through plug-in
locations. The LMA 102 contains diplex
filters to route the subsplit frequencies
around the plugins. For details on any
Lindsay products call, (404) 633-2867.
Reliable Electric/Utility Products
has announced the release of the OPFOBD7 Fiber Optic Splice Cabinet. De-

CLImax Standards
from the FCC
Comply or Suffer

become acinch. With the reliability

the Consequences

of this cable do you really want to

Maximum time: July 1, 1990

risk your system by using cable from

Maximum fine: $20,000 per leak

someone else?

Maximum service penalties: loss of
channels

marp

ir/FC
Simple Solution

Power & Tel stocks afull line of

The cable you use has agreat impact

TIMES FIBER. Whether it's trunk or

on the leakage problem. Using an in-

drop we have it ready to ship. In a

ferior cable will only compound

world where service is Number One

your problems. One way to keep

we're geared to give it to you better

your system up to standards is by

than the rest.

using TIMES FIBER cable.
Buying from Power & Tel won't
TIMES FIBER manufactures their

send you to the poor house either.

cable to help you now and in the fu-

You may spend less elsewhere but

ture. Less maintenance and lower

will you get the TIMES FIBER

equipment cost mean money in the

quality and the Power & Tel satisfy-

bank when you install TIMES FI-

ing service?

BER. Rebuilds and expansion

Reliable Electric's fiber optic splice cabinet
signed to protect fiber optic splices in
both burial and aerial distribution
systems, the weatherproof cabinet includes the necessary hardware to mount
most fiber optic splice closures. The
fiber splice capacity is limited only by
the size of the splice closure while cable
management posts allow storage of up

Reader Service Number 57

Power &Telephone Supply Company
1-800-238-7514
Call us now for more information on TIMES FIBER cable and
for the location of the branch nearest you.

to fifty meters of excess outside plant
cable. For more info call, (312) 4558010.

ISS Engineering's Series III

Available from Times Fiber Communications is sealed Fconnectors for
CATV
applications. Developed
and manufactured
by Amphenol, the
connectors, for 6
Series and 59 Series applications,
are one-piece weatherproof units which
can be installed

SAME DAY SHIPPING
AND
AVAILABILITY OF EQUIPMENT
RATED MOST IMPORTANT
IN NATIONAL SURVEY*
86%

Avelobo ,ly
Same Day Shipping

80%

Technically ()nerved

76%

Tectereed Malden>,

76%

One Sop
Supplier

Sales Personnel

•Soutes: lestesen & Assoc Markeeng

with one crimp. The connectors contain
two weathertight seals inside, with a
third seal formed when installed with

ISS Engineering's 4518 antenna system
aTimes Fiber specially-designed round
crimp tool. The connectors are designed
with a built-in stripping guide and a
nut design for easy identification. For
additional info call, (203) 265-8500.
ISS Engineering, Inc. is now shipping its third generation frequency
agile modulator, the Series III. The
Series III features a 10 dB improvement in In-Band carrier-to-noise and a
20 dB improvement in Out-of-Band
carrier-to-noise, say company representatives. The unit will allow use of a
70-channel cable system without filtering.
ISS Engineering is also now marketing an 18-inch antenna dish, the 4518
Antenna System. The reflector is formed
of compression-molded fiberglassreinforced plastic. The 4518 System
allows a company to provide satellite
data transmission to multiple sites and
is used in conjunction with the ISS
PC-SAT' Satellite Receiver card which
fits into the slot of an IBM style PC.
The 4518 System includes a Ku-Band
feedhorn and LNB, and pole. Call (800)
351-1477 for more details on ISS products.

THE INDUSTRY SPEAKS
MULTICOM RESPONDS
• LARGE WAREHOUSE WITH AVAILABLE STOCK

• TECHNICAL AND DESIGN ASSISTANCE

•QUALIFIED CUSTOMER SERVICE TECHNICIANS

•SAME DAY SHIPPING

ONE STOP FOR COMMERCIAL CABLE EQUIPMENT

MULTICOM, INC.
CALL TOLL FREE: 1-800-423-2594..
1-800-342-8840
IN FLORIDo

Reader Service Number 58
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Channell Commercial's CPM 1730
Series 5plastic enclosure
Channell Commercial has introduced the Series 5 Heat Dissipation
Covers (HDC) for use with the company's plastic enclosures for CATV
equipment. Each enclosure is supplied
with a ground skirt that acts as a
foundation support system for active
equipment and allows for storage of
excess cable; hot-dipped galvanized
bracketry and the necessary hardware
to permit mounting of equipment without modification; and the applicable

Step up to higher power for longer reach
with our latest broadband transmitter.

RELATIVE OUTPUT (dB)

20 -

OLE -111

HPOLE-112

FFA-160

IBBT-116

MICROWAVE

HIGH POWER

FEED

ULTRA POWER

LINE

LINE

FORWARD

SOLID-STATE

EXTENDER

EXTENDER

AMPLIFIER

TRANSMITTER

Hughes' advanced aerospace technology has
created the world's most powerful CARS band

This means you can now use an economical
transmitter to transport up to 80 TV channels farther—in excess of 20 miles—signals that can be

linear solid state broadband transmitter with
8dB increased output compared to previous
broadband transmitters.

split for transmission in multiple directions, too.

If you are one of the many resourceful cable operators who recognize the technical and economic
advantages of using microwave to reach distant

All from one unit which has sufficient power to be
located indoors at the main headend, and is easily
maintained with open-rack accessibility.
This transmitter incorporates apilot tone for system phase locking, transmit monitor for monitoring

hubs, here's more good news.
A new Model AML-IBBT-116 transmitter is being

and maintenance, and has built-in self test features.

introduced by Hughes Aircraft Company to close
the performance and price gap—a gap that existed

For more information, contact Hughes Aircraft

between the previously highest powered low-cost

Company, Microwave Communications Products

broadband block conversion type transmitters
and the higher performance channelized types of

toll free: (8001) 227-7359, ext. 6233. In California:

AML transmitters.

(213) 517-6233. In Canada: COMLINK Systems Inc.,
Pickering, Ontario, (416) 831-8282.

Walt us at the Western Show, Booth #356.
Reader Service Number 59
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HELP WANTED

Leader in the placement of Cable Television Professionals
Call toll free 1-800/433-2160; In Texas call collect 817/599-7623.

ENGINEER
Fast growing National CATV/LAN contractor with over 18 years in the industry has
immediate openings for Corporate and
Project Engineers. Minimum 5years experience with strong technical CATV/LAN
skills. Relocation and travel probable.
Compensation commensurate with skills
and experience. Good company benefits.
Send confidential resume, salary history
and references to:
CV 100989

CABLE SEARCH
ASSOCIATES

CHIEF ENGINEER—Attractive southwest location. INSTALLATION MANAGER—Mid Atlantic,
newbuild 550. WOK.
$45K
PLANT MANAGER—Rural northeast addressable
DIRECTOR OF TECH OPS—Newbuild, fiber,
technology. $29K.
dynamic growth. NE $55K.
CONSTRUCTION MANAGER—Multiple projects.
PLANT MANAGER—Top MSO,ground floor
Northeast $45K.
opportunity, NW $42K.
HEADEND/MICROWAVE—West coast top 5
CHIEF ENGINEER—Fiber, addressability, top
MSO. $30K.
MSO. NE $45K.
TECHNICAL MANAGER—Northern Cal, newbuild CHIEF TECHNICIAN—Atlantic state; under
construction. $33K.
growth potential. $32K + bonus.
PROJECT COORDINATOR—Tracking, budgets, CHIEF TECHNICIAN—SMATV, MMDS, MDU's.
Midwest $35K.
fast pace. West $38K.
HEADEND/MICROWAVE—Top MSO, Midwest
MANAGER/ENGINEER—Addressable
suburban. $30K.
technology. West VA $30K.
LINE TECHNICIANS—From Washington to
TECHNICAL MANAGER—Fiber, 550 technology.
Florida, California to Maine. $10'hr-$15/hr.
NE $42K.
Companies will relocate!
TECHNICAL TRAINER—Midwest top MSO $30K

Professional Search
and Placement
Call or Write WICK KIRBY
(312) 369-2620
P.O. Box 2347, Naperville, IL 60567
FAX: 1-312-369-0126

BakerScott
&coe

EXECUTIVE SEARCH
Route 46
Paruppany. NJ 07054
201 2631355
Specialists in the COMMUNICATIONS
INDUSTRY
CABLE TWBROADCAST TELECOMMUNICATIONS
ONISION
DIVISION
POSITIONS AVAILABLE AT ALL LEVELS OF
MANAGEMENT. COAST TO COAST
Cal or ...nee an CONFIDENCE
1259

JIM MOM It ASSOCIATES

One Young Plaza

Fast paced, urban system with 68,000 subscribers has a new position available for an
experienced technical operations person to report to the Technical Manager.
Responsibilities include oversight management of the Installations and Service Departments,
leakage and vehicle maintenance programs. This system is preparing for plant upgrade and
full scale audit. The successful candidate must have an Associates degree in electronics or
its equivalent in experience, with at least three years cable construction, electronic and
headend experience. Effective communication and interpersonal skills very important.
Attractive compensation and benefit package. Send resume and salary requirements to:
Technical Manager
Storer Cable TV of Connecticut, Inc.
190 Whalley Avenue
New Haven, Connecticut 06511

WE DON'T TALK CABLE, WE KNOW CABLE"
PRINCIPALS DAVID ALLEN &JUDY BOUER

EOE MF V H

HEADEND ENGINEER

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE/RENT
Z' •

• II

ti n

Conveners

AERIAL BUCKET TRUCKS

TECHNICIANS WANTED
Trunk and Service Technicians needed for
large M.S.O., starting construction in Michigan. Send resume to:

EQUIPMENT
FOR SALE RENT

AMERICABLE
Attn: Mr. Ed
P.O. Box 859
Miami, FL 33197-0859

Complete Head-end system, Approx. 30
channels of equipment, primarily ScientificAtlanta and Blonder-Tongue with (2) SA
4.6m antennas. Original cost over $70,000.

Immediate positions available: Supervisors, Splicers, Foremen, Linemen and
Sub-contractors. Good pay and benefits.
Call
1-800-344-0976
or
1-800-673-7322
Communications

Large selection geared for CAN

STANDARD TRUCK 8.
EQUIPMENT CO.
1155 Hill St. S.E.

'14

CATV CONSTRUCTION
PERSONNEL NEEDED

90

• • ar e • Mr

BUY • REPAIR • SELL
ALL BRANDS
(6 14) 221-3131
CABLE LINK, INC.
• • Z. .
•.
•
• • .• • • • • •

Non-smoker/EOE. Location-Riverside. Contact: Cathy Tong, (818) 796-2555.

Weatherford, TX 76087

TECHNICAL SUPPORT MANAGER

FEE PAID

Must have 5 years experience in all
aspects of cable television engineering to
include but not limited to CLI, AML microwave, TVRO, scrambling/descrambling,
mod/demod and addressability. SCTE member with BCE certification aplus.

1235 Ranger Highway

Call for information about these and many other opportunities nationwide.
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Atlanta, GA 30315

Phone: 1-800-241-9357 sum/TRUCKS

HI Ili 1111 1.1

Headend

BUY • REPAIR • SELL
CALL CHUCK MELLRING
(6 14) 221-3 131
CABLE LINK, INC.
1•041

503-297-4803
BUIE

Linegear

BUY • REPAIR • SELL
ALL BRANDS
(6 14) 221-3 13 1
CABLE LINK, INC
BILIBILIIN

e

VIDEO SUPPLIES

ARL ES •CONNF C LES •GANARE •BELDEN •SwITCHCRAFT •0 A s• TIES •
, E5 •NE,:".> •L
, N'ERFACE BORES. TAPE •SI:OWE TAPE LABELS .GAFFERS
• CASES • PATCH BARS • GOATS • ACOUSTIC FOAM
• LOARS • MICROPHONES • SONEA • STANDS • MOUNTS
• ,IND SCREENS •ZEPPELINS • FIBRE OPTICS • RACES
•DUCT. PEELS •TESTERS. F1L TERS •CHEMICALS •TOOLS
ii
•ON L
AIP LIGHTS •DEGAuSSERS .INTERFACE DEVICES
•HEADPHONES •CuPS• SW ,TCHES•,AM &S-LiHS CABLE

vcrq

MARKERTEK VIDEO SUPPLY
145 Ulster Ave SaugeMes NY 12477 US A
1-800-522-2025
In NY: 914-246-3036

CLASSIFIEDS

1

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE/RENT
ANTHONY'S
MANUFACTURING SERVICE

PLOW BLADES
Irrigation/Wire/Combination
For Any Machine—For Any Application

Mrs. OLSEN'S

WANTED TO PURCHASE:
SURPLUS CABLE INVENTORY

1-800-383-PLOW

TV CABLE FORMING BOARDS

Zenith, Jerrold, Oak, Hamlin,

Wieereet-I
(719) 475-PLOW
RO. Box 17701
Colorado Springs, CO 80935

8711 READING ROAD

Scientific Atlanta, Pioneer

Cincinnati, Ohio 45215

S.C.I. Inc.

EMERGENCY
ALERT SYSTEMS

513-489-2522

718-262-0900
FAX: 718-657-4015

by

Idea/onics

CHANNELCUE
Audio/video switching

69 channels
14 day delivery
compatible with all headends
—AFFORDABLE—
(701) 786-3904

a

NaCom I
BUILDING COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS THROUGHOUT AMERICA

Gilbert AHS
All types of cable from
Magnavox
Belden
Pyramid F59-81
Times
LRC and others
Comm Scope
Quick delivery on all colors with lengths from 6" to 15'

Write or call: (602) 581-0331
335 West Melinda Drive, Phoenix, AZ 85027

•
•
•
•
•
•

Installations (including fiber optics)
Converter exchanges, PPV, audits, special projects
MDU, SMATV, & LAN Pre/postwiring
Strand mapping, engineering, signal leakage
Design (AutoCAD)
Aerial/underground construction
1900 E. Dublin-Granville Rd., Columbus, Ohio 43229
614/895-1313 •
• FAX 614/895-8942

ColorView servicef. Inc.

IMO%

SINCE 1953

800-824-1943

IRON MOUNTAIN, MICHIGAN

COAX -FIBER

CONVERTER REPAIR

QUALITY SERVICE PERFORMED ON A TIMELY BASIS
-SINCE 1957 -

REALISTIC TURNAROUND
OP

eke

OS

?Ple

ADDRESSABLE
e‘ C

0

s ee

i

t.>

MAPPING -DESIGN •CONSTRUCTION •ENGINEERING

CABLE CONSTRUCTORS, INC.

Fe
sc

SIX MONTH WARRANTY!

ASK ABOUT OUR PRICES!

1-800-338-9292

KLUNGNESS ELECTRONIC SUPPLY (KES)
1-800-338-9299

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO

Aerial & Underground
Construction
Strand Mapping
System Design
Residential & MDU

Cablemasters Corp.
e

Non,

Soytii

All

CONVERTER

CONVERTED?! ----

REPAIRS

Subscriber Audits
Proof of Performance
Fiber Optic and
L.A.N. Services

P.O. BOX 219
LAKE CITY, PA 16423

dB-tronicssm
---- GET

Installations

1-VVVVVVVV\&
Our

NEBRASKA 68340
i402, 385•7520

Custom connectors and cables for all aspects of CATV.

Ite

(818) 709-3724

LEE ENTERPRISE

623 en STREET •P 0 BOX 59G • DES.LER

Jumper Cables

&

Highest Prices Paid
Cable Equipment Brokerage Co.

Line equipment
and meter repair

White Sandi

te
so

Jerrold, Oak, Hamlin & Scientific
Atlanta equipment.

equipment repair

24 and 88 channel units
also available

PROGRAMMABLE

WANTED:
SURPLUS CABLE EQUIPMENT

Contact: Bernie Czarnecki
(814) 838-1466

For more information or aquote on aspecific project.
mail card today or contact Bernie Czarnecki at
(814) 838 - 1466

Lowest Flat Rates on SA & Jerrold Addressables
Digital Repairs $13.95 Flat!!
Quick Turnaround
For more information call Chris or Keith (à 1-800-356-2730
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security device. Covers are available
in either light green or beige. For info
call, (800) 423-1863 or (800) 345-3624
in Calif.
Demolition tools
Allied now offers a selection of
demolition tools for their Hy-Ram"
and X-Ram" boom-mounted hammers.

ACCESS WITH
THE NEW

TEL29EA

•Joie"-`
Allied's demolition hammers

an/
Boom-tip-mounted bucket puts your
operator two feet closer to that hard-to-reach
splice. And it provides line access from 3sides of the bucket,
eliminating expensive rotators.
Positive hydraulic bucket leveling gives asolid, stable work platform,
leading to increased productivity and greater worker satisfaction.
A"cat-track" carrier system for
control, air and hydraulic lines means
less maintenance, more "up-time."
The VERSALIFT TEL-29EA can
be mounted on any 10,500 dual rear
wheel chassis with 60" C.A. and can
be tailored to meet any aerial work
requirement.
See your VERSALIFT Distributor
for complete specifications, pricing
and ademonstration!

It's TIME to
check out VERSALIFT!

o

T

E

1.

- 2

9

TIME
MANUFACTURING COMPANY

E A

Reader Service Number 60

P.O. Box 20368 Waco, Texas 76702-0368
(817) 776-0900 TELEX (910) 894-5218 FAX (817) 776-7531
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The tools are made of a specially
blended high-strength steel developed
by Allied. The tools are also shotpeened, a process that compresses the
outer surface of the tool to help reduce
the possibility of fatigue failure. Allied
demolition tools are available in relieved moil, offset wedge, blunt, bell,
conical, cross-cut chisel and in-line
chisel styles. For more info call, (216)
248-2600.
Available from Ditch Witch is the
Model 1620, a 16 horsepower-class,
walk-along trencher. The trencher features a hydrostatic ground drive and
mechanical digging chain drive system
and digs trench to depths of 48 inches
at widths from 31
/ inches to 12 inches
4
with optional pivot. Controls for the
1620 are color-coded to match the
color-coded instruction/operation decals
at the operator's station. All controls
are grouped together within reach of
the operator. The 1620 drive wheels
can be steered while trenching and a
Ditch Witch rotational horizontal boring unit can be mounted on the 1620
for job versatility. For details call, (800)
654-6481.
Channel Master® has introduced a
line of VSAT Receive Systems. Designed for data, audio and video applications, the 0.60M, 0.75M, 1.0M and
1.2M compression molded reflectors
can be matched with a line of mounts
including non-penetrating roof mounts,
wall mounts and polar mounts. A
complete line of accessories, including
Ku-Band LNB's, are available. For
more info call, (919) 934-9711.

-

e

Consumer Satisfaction
or Dissatisfaction?
Our answer is satisfaction.
With Pioneer's BA-6000 addressable converter, never again
will your subscribers experience the frustration and inconvenience
associated with their TV, VCR and cable converter. The advanced
BA-6000 finally removes VCR incompatibility and multiple remotes
from the picture.
Four VCR program timers and volume control are standard.
Pioneer's unique VCR Filter ne allows subscribers to record apay
program while watching abasic channel, or vice versa. Abuilt-in
IPPV module lets subscribers conveniently order events at the
touch of abutton. The BA-6000 even offers an easy-to-read display
and aremote control with bigger keys and improved labeling.
The BA-6000 with volume control, packaged with the VCR
Filter T
.
"
,
integrated IPPV and aSmartRemote TM offers the most
comprehensive solution to consumer interface problems.
To get the picture on the Pioneer BA-6000 addressable converter,
call (800) 421-6450 and stop testing your subscribers' patience.

Pioneer BA-8000. The Choice is Yours.
Reader Service Number 61

PIONEER*
PIONEER COMMUNICATIONS OF AMERICA, INC.

600 East Crescent Ave. •Upper Saddle River, NJ 07458
(201) 327-6400 •Outside New Jersey (800) 421-6450

(C) 1988

ler

We report on what the system managers
There are more than 6700 systems in the cable
industry. And how each and every system manager
feels with regard to topics affecting the cable
industry is critical to the future success of the
industry.
Midwest CATV, CableVision magazine and CED

magazine have sponsored anationwide, independent
survey of system managers. We obtained their
opinions on syndex, cable labs, CLI, customer
service, customer relations, programming services,
technician certification, HDTV, theft of service,
equipment issues and management issues.

I!

are talking about.
Now were bringing the information to you via
' THE CABLE POLL. A unified voice for system
managers of the cable industry
For up-to-date information on the opinions of
system managers, watch for THE CABLE POLL
in CableVision and CED magazines.

The

CABLE

Midwest CATV •CableVision •CED

Reader Service Number 62

treme temperatures, moisture,
and to provide a
rigid writing surface. Each card has
astrapping hole for
affixing to modules, wiring harnesses and handles. 'frunk amplifier, line extender
and
dstand-by
power supply cards
are currently available. For info call,
(303) 699-1634.
Other news

Ditch Witch's Model 1620
Available from Trilithic, Inc. is
Cumulative Leakage Index Computing
Software (C.L.I.C.S.) C.L.I.C.S. allows
multiple entry modes for pi.V/m, dBmV,
dB referenced to 20 ILV/m and dB
referenced to 50 µV/m. Real-time onscreen displays are updated with each
entry for leaks per mile, CLI infinity,
CLI 3000, leak level and leak fix
categories. A report generator provides
the FCC logs, repair worksheets and
other summaries. For details call, (800)
344-2412.
Hameg Instruments has announced
a low cost spectrum analyzer and
tracking generator for testing headend equipment, amplifiers, passives
and measuring signal leakage. The
Model 8028 Spectrum Analyzer connects with any oscilloscope to read
signals as low as -40 dBmV with a 70
dB dynamic range at 12.5 kHz resolution. The analyzer is mounted in a8001
mainframe and is priced at $1000. A
companion Tracking Generator is available for $428. For more info call, (800)
628-6688 or (818) 597-0015 in Calif.
(Holland Electronics Corp. is the Hameg
cable products representative.)
A new line of weather resistant
maintenance cards for CATV applications is now available from Altair
Corp. Designed as maintenance tools,
each card provides information about
the equipment to which it is attached.
All cards are laminated with 5 mil.
plastic to provide protection from ex-

Midwest CATV
has signed an
agreement with
Wavetek RF Products to sell the complete Wavetek line
and distribute/
stock all signal
level meters. Other
products stocked
and distributed for Wavetek will include CLR-4 leakage detectors, MicroSAMs, RD-1 dipole antennas, and the
SAM 1000/SAM 2000 signal level meters. For more info call, (304) 343-8874.
In a related announcement, Mega
Hertz has also been appointed an
authorized Wavetek stocking distributor. Mega Hertz will distribute, on a
national basis, MicroSAMs and the
SAM 1000 and SAM 2000 signal level
meters.
Also included in the distribution
agreement is the RD-1 dipole antenna
and the CLR-4 leakage detectors for
CLI compliance. Mega Hertz has been
distributing Wavetek products nationally for the past year but have increased their distribution commitment.
For details call, (800) 525-8386 or (303)
779-1717.
ITW Linx has announced the acquisition of marketing rights to Tower
cable clips in the United States. Linx
will maintain the marketing, pricing
and distribution strategies Tower has
followed. For info call, (312) 693-3040.
Multicom, Inc. has announced it
will stock Jerrold's S145OR VideoCipher II, Satellite Receiver. Switchable
to either C- or Ku-Band, the 51450R
accepts signals from 950 MHz to 1450
MHz. The receiver features digitally
synthesized video and audio tuning.
For details call, (800) 423-2594 or (800)
342-8840 in Fla.
—Kathy Berlin
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Anixter Cable TV stocks the complete line of Reliable
pedestals because they're made to last. Made to last,
because it's just good business to protect valuable
equipment inside quality enclosures.
Reliable's products are made to outlast the equipment
inside. They average 25 years in use. Buy today and
don't think about replacement until 2014.
Reliable's nine-step finishing process generates a
high gloss weather-fighting finish that resists corrosion

and the onslaughts of acid rain, pollutants and other
atmospheric contaminants.
For more information about the full line of Reliable
pedestals, call the Anixter Cable TV distribution center
in your area.

AMUR

RELIABLE
RELIA \JOE

COMM/TEC 4

-

CABLE TV

WEST-ANAHEIM: (714) 779-0500, (800) 854-0443, DENVER: (303) 740-8949, (800) 841-1531, SEATTLE: (206) 251-6760. (800) 426-7665, MIDWEST-CHICAGO.
(312) 364-7000, (800) 544-5368; CLEVELAND: (216) 526-0919, (800) 321-8068, DALLAS: (214) 446-7337, (800) 231-5006; IRON MOUNTAIN, MI: (906) 774-4111
(800) 624-8358, SKOKIE, IL HDOTRS: (312) 677-2600, EAST-ATLANTA: (404) 995-5110 (800) 241-5790, LONG ISLAND, NY (516) 293-778a (800) 645-9510
NEW JERSEY: (201) 328-0980, (800) 631-96a3. TAMPA: (813) 626-7115, (800) 282-9164, CANADA-CALGARY (403) 250-9646, MONTREAL: (514) 636-3636
TORONTO: (416) 625-5110, VANCOUVER: (604) 321-5885
In ar 8mergency, weekends and hohdays or after 5 PM call loll free 1(800) 323-8166.

CORPORATE OFFICES, ANIXTER CABLE TV, INC., 4711 Golf Road, Skokie, IL 60076, (312) 677-2600
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Why have MSO's ordered over
40 million EZF Connectors?

Lower Maintenance Costs and Improved Customer Satisfaction
In both new builds and rebuilds, users of the EZF connector system are experiencing a dramatic reduction
in drop related service calls. RF leakage trouble calls resulting from
improper connector installation and
corrosion are no longer the single
most problem in aCATV system when
the EZF connector system is used.

•Immediate inspection for proper installation by
installers and QC inspectors.
PROVEN: Fewer problems occur
during service life
•A circumferential, environmental
seal is automatically made at the connector/cable interface during installation.
•The EZF sealing sleeve supplied
with the connector prevents moisture
penetration at the connector/port
interface.
•Material compatibility and corrosion
resistance are ensured by specially
selected and tested materials and
platings.
•Rugged connector design and consistent installation quality contribute to
reduced RF leakage and reliable performance.

PROVEN: Fewer problems occur
during installation
•One color-coded connector for
each cable size minimizes connector
selection problems.
•The cable is prepared for installation
the same way every time with the EZF
cable preparation tool.
•Only a7/16 inch wrench is needed
for installation.
•Cassette packaging facilitates
proper installation and reduces connector loss.

Raychem

ANIXIII

WEST-ANAHEIM: (714) 779-0500, (800) 854-0443; DENVER: (303) 740-8949, (800 841-1531; SEATTLE: (206) 251-6760, (800) 426-7665: MIDWEST-CHICAGO:
(708) 350-778a (800) 544-5368; CLEVELAND: (216) 526-0919, (800) 321-8068; DALLAS: (214) 446-CATV, (800) 231-5006; IRON MOUNTAIN, MI: (906) 774-4111,
(800) 624-8358; SKOKIE, IL HDQTRS: (708) 677-2600: EAST-ATLANTA: (404) 840-7901, (800) 242-1181; LONG ISLAND, NY: (516) 293 7788, (800) 645-9510,
NEW JERSEY: (201) 328-0980, (800) 631-9603; ORLANDO; (407) 240-1888, (800) 477-8396; CANADA-CALGARY: (403) 250-9646; MONTREAL: (514) 636-3636.
TORONTO: (416) 625-5110; VANCOUVER: (604) 321-5885.
In an emergency. weekends and holidays or after 5P.M. call toll free 1(800) 323-8166.
CORPORATE OFFICES. ANIXTER CABLE TV. 4711 Golf Road. Skokie. IL 6001.6. (708) 677-2600
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